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Industrial 
Explosion 
B°°m- 
That'-~ what will happen when 
e bridge on the Nass Road 
onnecting Terraee and Stewart 
:ina]ly opens. 
Regional, I~rovincial and 
"nunicipal officials anticipate 
m industrial and tourist boom. 
Kitimat-Stikine " regional 
planners, in anticipation of the 
~oom, are proposing a 
recrealional subdivision on the 
north side of Meziadin ,Lake, 
seven miles from the Stewart 
Cassiar Highway. 
The site is 20 miles northest of 
Slewart. 
Lee Tan, regional planning 
consullant outlined plans for the 
proposed subdivision at a 
regional board meeting in 
Slewart, July 14th. 
The site was selected for two 
reasons. Tan said: 
'*II is close to the Stewart- 
Cassiar Highway thus providing 
easy access throughout the 
year. 
'*It was located away from 
the flow of the Meziadin River 
and other important spawning 
creeks and therfore the location 
would present minimal hazard 
In fish life." 
He Said the subdivision is 
located on Ihe existing fisheries 
department jeep road. 
There are gentle slopes to the 
lake. The lakebed is gently 
sloping and quite firm, he 
provincial depaz~tment would 
maintain the Nass Road isye t to 
be decided. 
Tan .said the Parks branch 
recently indicated that the 
department of conservation is
studying the possibility of 
establishing a Park Reserve 
adjacent to the subdivision. 
SUBDIV IS ION DES IGN 
The subdivision isdesigned in 
a series of clusters:..each 
cluster containing a number of 
lots. 
The cluster design groups the 
residents and leaves sufficient 
open ~pa.ees in between, Tan 
said. 
Road lengths wi l l  be minimal  
since cul-de-sac streets are 
planned. 
"These will prevent hrough 
traffic and thereby render the 
subdivision quiet and 
peaceful," Tan "said. 
Although one cluster comes 
within 500 feet of Tintina Creek 
ehafices danger to fish life.is 
non-existent. 
A Strip of greenbelt will front 
the lake and will have a depth of 
.between 300 and 700 feet. 
For the future, Tan suggested 
that an extensive network of 
trails could be established 
through the lgreenbelt. 
He also outlined to regional 
directors areas for a fulure 
public boat launch and picnic 
area. 
In all, 60 lots, each about one 
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Ceremonial goat-skin cape worn by the chief  of the 
area. The cape was often used a s a form of  barter, it's value being great. 
It can been seen in the ceremonial  house of  K'San Vil lage Hazleton 
added. 
II should provide a good water 
recrealion such as beating and 
swimming. 
"An allractive bay on the site 
could provide a site for a public 
marina and backup picnic 
area.'" 
Tan said: "The present 
access road meanders tllrough 
the suhdivision coming close to 
the shoi-eline at two spots~ 
"The  road was never 
designed [or heavy, through 
traffic Ihat will undoubtedlyhe 
generated once the Nass River 
Bridge is completed. 
Planners therefore have 
designed an alternate route 
joining the current road in 
places, he said. 
"As In whichdepartment will 
build Ihis road is anybody's 
guess at the present ime." 
However, he said, one factor 
has been established. "That is 
the Fisheries department would 
be glad to'hand over the jeep 
road to whichever department 
would maintain the Nass Valley 
Road." 
The question of which 
Guest editorial 
Tsymsian tribe in this 
establishedaCreThe in schem SiZe'°n thearesite.cant° be Community Centre Rotary governor 
implemented in two stages, he 
said. burns to ground visits Terrace The first stage could extend from Tintina Creekto a small' • .,. 
creek flowing through the 
middle of the site...providing 34
lots, 
:The~ .second .s~ge,  betweep 
the'cre~k and Ihe pr0posedpark 
reserve Will provide 24 
additional ois, Tan claimed 
concluding his report he said:, 
"One distinct advantage of the 
plan is the great flexibility that 
is built into it. 
':The subdivision could easily 
be extended to pro.vide at least 
14 more lots. 
"The lots themselves could 
ben enlarged to some extent 
i nc r .eas~ng the i r  
depths...without adding to the 
servicing costs. 
The question of who and how 
to obiain the lots wa~ left 
unknown. Tan said it is up to 
the lands department to 
arrange the pcrchase or lease of 
the lots. 
• Fire Of undetermined origin 
completely destroyed the 
Community. Centre on  Parks 
Ave. shoi'ily after midnight last 
night. 
Fire ChiefAndy Owens said 
hisdepartment was called after 
a janitor in the CFTK television 
studios spotted flames coming 
out of the windows, doors and 
roof of the large building, on the fire, w~ch was. only half 
The fire department was a block away from the~ TV 
aided by a.light rainfall which station. 
dampened down neighboring 
houses and buildings. 
No one was in the building at 
the time of. the fire, although 
there had been a large crowd 
there during the evening to 
attend a giant bingo. 
The Centre had been built in 
the early 1950's by a community 
• effort of funds raised by local 
citizens, business firms and 
industrial organizations. 
It was later taken over and 
operated by the District 
Municipality. Mayor Vic Joliffe 
said insurance was carried on Terrace was honoured 
the building, but was uncertain Monday with a rare visit. 
as.to how. much~/' :./, / ". = . ,  . ACcompanied ~by" ':, his 
This is th~ se~bh(['~fr/munity chariiii~g ~. ~;ife U~' Re~,erend 
• centre destroyed by fire in CanonStanley.Smith drove into 
Terrace, the first being one,in Terrace Mondaj, and addressed 
Riverside Park in 1954. a full-house luncheon of the 
Area 'IN viewers were able to local RotarY club• 
watch the halocast as TK Being one of 321 Rotary 
members turned tL~eir cameras Governors in the World it is 
Roy. Smith's business to travel 
and seek out each separate 
Getting 
together 
Terrace Mu;dcipal Council 
Inel wi lh the Arena Association 
and : Ibe  Fund :Raising 
('onlniit tee this morn iag,  
Militant Indians 
BY MEI ,  W, ALEXANDER 
lu the past our chiefs and band councillors of our ;reserves 
have neglected the young indian people of Canada, we are never 
invi{ed to attend their conferences.conventions. And now we 
I~ave the greatest .opportuhity to have our say, and let us be 
heard by Indians and Non.lndiansof Canada. 
E,/erytime a young Indian speaks Out against heir chiefs or 
,no Department of Indian affairs we are automatically labelled 
as members of the RedPower. We should be entitled to let our . 
voice be heard. 
• An ,International Indian Youth Conference will be held on 
August 20th, 1971 for perhaps as long as seven days at the 
Coqualeetza Indian Community Centre, Sardis, B.C. Young 
• Indian Brothers and Sisters here is the greates opportunity fe.r 
you to be with many of the different tribes of Canada, to be with 
young indian people~ ,.~ " " 
[ cordial ly invite al l  young Indian people of the Terrace area 
to attend this conference. 
The main topic wi l l  be INDIAN MOVEMENT-  t 'ANADA 
The Indian movement consists pr imari ly of  Young people 
aimed at r idding ourselves of the poverty, disease and death and 
oppressive Department o f  Indian Affairs, th.e bureacracy thai 
perpetuates these conditibns, " ' • 
However the Indian Youth "movement"  has lacked direction, 
co-ordination and a clear seat of politics that could ,lead the 
movement to planned action rather' then spontaneous actiou~ 
some of us feel Qmt a coati ;once of young people organized to 
discdss }his very bats problem facing.Indian people today is 
needed, o" ' " "  : ' '  " " ' " 
[n order .to discuss the p~ b]ems'o f ;  housing,' ]and, rights, 
oducatlon & poor-housing conditions wefeel  it must he discussed 
in  ae¢ordan.ee with a '  new, type, of,, po]itics~ new forms "o1 
organizing and a b0rad ~ovement ,0 f  [ndlah people,.. . .  
At this conference we d]so hope toexamine the histdry of our 
peoples struggle agalnstco]0nial lsm:, t l~ on.use of.dur peoples 
Oppression, 
While there wi l l  not l ike ly to be many people from outside the 
province, due lack. of finances, we.do not' feel that restricting 
Rotary Club located witfiin his 
district. 
Wllen outlining the role of 
Rotary  in the community .he 
made a point to say that the 
Terrace.club is an outstanding 
one. 
The ~erraee club is known to 
shine when every, thing seems 
gloomy as shown at the District 
Conference'held in Ankorage, 
Alaska. There 14 Rotariaus 
representing our community 
were dressed with colourful 
head hands designating their 
hometown's name and cultural 
background. 
When asked Rev. Smith said 
the Terrace community isfull of 
warmth but no more so than any 
other warm community. 
Little business was discuss~,d 
at the luncheon while this 
year's planned agenda was 
disclosed at a later meeting. 
Members at the luncheon did 
however report that all was 
progressing well in both the 
Red Baron .Beef and the Cool 
Aid First Aid 'booths to be 
established at this weekend's 
Kiwanis air show. 
The Terrace club is one ~of, 
850,000 Rotary Clubs in  the 
World and together the 
organization has taken-ip 151 
countries.. 
The B.C. district stretches 
from Everett, Washington; 
between Vancouver Island/and 
• . k• .  
q 
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• . .  . . .  . . 
the conference toB.C, Indians is our interest;Nor dowe feel that ~.: ~: . . . .  . ' 
~:estrf©tingas tostatus or ib~status}s'|fi 0ur}n'teres't. j ,  ELEC~iON ~ ; i ?.~i " i ; ' , i  ~ 
We extend a special Invitation to our older brothers and stster~' •
whowish tocome,  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . , - -., ;'. ' . "  " .~/'-..~/. I t ' sane lee ' t lonY~r for r'egionai::::, 
we Will not be: pr0vlmng.momea for'fare, as~we, like,other ~::; ~:i dir iet0rs from tinorganized :,
Indians, don!t hav~ enough tO do So;', e~/ez~dne.Wl]].l~ve.to f i l l  ~."ii'. districts - ' .' ..: ~ ''~ ~:/';:' :- . .~  
their ewn ~var,, down~:i~rbaPs some fln~ncln'g can come'from~'!/, .:This: wintel,: some exisiln ,,,,:". 
your local Indian Bahd Couocll Please make an'attempt te,ask ~ "...,- directOrs of 
them.  ........ ; ~ ' ."-.~%:-, L.•'. ' 
the Kitimat-S}ikin ,,, 
. . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,:~='i..:~ .,.., :/,~:.',"... Regional District, will be~plyin ',, 
Fo~ and acc0mm0datio~ will be' ~f lded ,  ...... " "~: " ' ; '  " en~ 
I look forward:to seelngyou.tit he:Indlah!Yt' " ' . . .  . . . . .  . for  ~e~electioh!:or~:.~etirem ~th Confe~.~e,.,  ;~..".:~  The i:eglon Is eurre/tily in  ~lh i ~ .... 
In the  Brotherhood of. Ma'n. ', :,'.' ,.:,. ~:" :. ,, .; ,' .... :' ' "''"~' ....... [~'0~88, 0[ updaun~. :~t llst 't 
ce ,TS-.: *;11 
Nixon kicks 
Terrace pants 
The Terrace economic s i tuat~~I0oK forward 
to a kick in the pants if recent duty leaps et by the 
neighbouring Nixon Administrationare charged to 
the-B.C, lumberman. 
Columbia Cellulose export, authorities in 
Castlegar this week speaking with the Herald said 
the American 10 percent surcharge on imported 
goods came as a complete surprise to this 
province's lumber industry. 
increase in aluminum export 
costs. 
US Commerce Depari.ment 
'authorities say on a one-pound 
ingot of Canadian aluminum 
worth 29 cents, the current duty 
of one cent might .be increased 
to 3.9 cents a pound. Sales of 
Canadian aluminum to the U.S. 
last year were worth some 
$160,000. 
B.C. Forest Products 
compiled figures and said that 
more than 75 percent of B.C's 
production of newsprint goes to 
the U.S. About 60 percent of the 
province's lumber and 30 
percent of its pulp is sold in the 
American market. 
Terrace lumber people as 
well as the rest of the province 
can not fear the possibility that 
American forest industries will 
ever out-sell and eventually 
push-dut the Canadian 
producei's. The U.S. reportedly 
cannot supply itself with enough 
lumber products. 
Since lumber and aluminum 
are exported under special 
contracts and agreements, it is 
hoped that when Nixon's plan is 
spelled out, no surcharge costs 
will affect the two :.industries. 
The U.S. is not apparently 
prepared to charge "duty on 
goods idready receiving no duty 
.... charges and  the~J e Under.specia l 
import agreeinents.:, ,.'~ " 
They said B.C. lumbermen 
are literally sitting on their 
hands as they await Canadian 
government officials to return 
with the answers from 
Washington• 
Both aluminum and lumber 
producers in the Terrace- 
Kit imat area can expect 
financial implications brought- 
on by Nixon's move. 
Alcan spokesmen Sunday said 
no clear picture is available on 
the aluminum scene. 
"What ever happens", they 
said, "we in Kitimat will 
remainto merely supply orders 
arriving from head offices in 
Montreal." 
Local lumi~er sales 
spokesmen drew parallel lines 
to the Mean position and said 
their only concern is to }ill 
company orders and that head 
offices will be in charge of the 
import complications. 
Colcel offices in Vancouver 
said expected uty leaps will be 
set at $4 per thousand board feet 
of all imported woods except 
cedar, which will be set at one 
dollar less per thousand. This 
new figure as reported by the 
Council of 'Forest Industries is 
far above the normal duty 
charge of 20 to 30 cents per,- 
thousand feet.. - 
Mean can also expect an  
Loopholes to get 
hospital rolling 
Everyone agrees that Stewart 
needs hospital expansion but 
the provincial govermr, ent is 
playing politics With it, a 
regional district hospital 
director intimated. 
However- Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional Hospital Directors 
have decided to capitalize on 
legal, but unorthodox, 
legis lat ive loopholes to get 
things rolling. 
At July's regional hespi.t,31 
board meeting a director 
"The problem is that the 
arehitect has not prepared an  
estimate and is instead 
requesting that the project go to 
tender before the financial 
arrangements are finalized. 
"This is contrary to 
B.C.H.I.S. • practice and policy 
and therefore weconcluded thai 
this region should pass /a  
resolution authorizing St00,000 
out of ~/4 mill funds and let the 
,project go ahead to tender. 
"If the project cosi is'.in 
excess of $I00,000 then:'.the 
project will have to be 
redesigned and modified 
downwards to come within the 
alloted limitation.., probably 
involving the loss of some 
construction time.". 
The regional hospital 
directo?s agreed and passed', a 
bylaw to'act on the suggestions. 
STEWARTNURSES 
RESIDENCE .. ,./. :... 
inquired as to whether or not 
final approval had been given 
regarind the proposed Stewart 
General Hospital Expansion 
and renovation program. 
John Pousette, regional 
secretary-treasurer plied at 
the time: 
"The board has given interim 
approval' but final approval 
must come from the B.C. 
Hospita 
"The board has given interim With all the hospitals in" the Augnsl 16. 11)71 and finalized an the Fraser Canyon, all the way . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
a~reemeut and si~nc, d Iha, *,., A*o~t,~. : " approval out linal : approval reglona, om[rlct'expanmng or  " 
,wcessnry legal documents Each Rotary club renresents' must  come f rom the B,C. ap tallzzng on .ex i s t ing  .. 
• a eri iss ~, section ~f the .  Hospital Insurance Service.. facilities to 'meeLthe.gro~ g i: outlining respoasibilifles of all , . * . . . . .  " . . '~ 
Parhes regardiqg Terrace's I ce  Proud to wear the Terrace fourth.pack cub uniform is tl year - commnnity',concerned, an  all He .adde.d,. zt.ma.y be necessary .need.a new .problem faces, the : 
Are!m .praject. . . i old lan O'Conn611~ lan's outstanding Sports and artistic members~must hold,e'Aeoutive'~.,t0;visitv,lct°rm,0el°re.,me .ne. xt, no s, plml~our~',  ;•., ' . . . .:.,~. ~:, 
. The ~ Mtin'i¢ipality has been activities at a province-wide cub and scout jamboree in Prince positions / in '. their respective. cea ra meeung to re sowe 4he 'i.~:,~ .urses:~curren~ly.,.[~tnlzm.g . 
assured "that the Arena will be George last weel~ iwon'hini special •recognition. lan was dubbed employment. ~:  ~ .  ;"' ,m~tut~[ n ~the Jul ;4th"mee~ll ~/'/:'~a~/"~o'~°~v~ I:':rs¢!l!t'les~ Wllr ~ ~ 
bu l l [ in  a staged' development M,~I Improved Ca6tp~rand was'later hailed by fellow Terrace 'Rev .  Smith. ,before' :taking. . ' . g . . _y .. " . g: .. ~ . . . . :  ..!.;/.: . ..'.::.i, f .  ;- .. 
and sufficient, funds' for the wolf eubs: ' ..,, :. • : . ~ '  / . ; ,%, ,  " , office and, unf i l ; th isday has. ' of;the.~gmpa.i,.hospl~l b ird / ,~he~it0rs :smd.:;,t~..t~;.n,~u~es ,::. 
Stage' 1. eont?~ct have been ' 1"  ' "  . : .  & ' ~ ~ ':~ ~ "~ " " ' . . . .  " ' r ~" ~ ~ : : ' L~. : sez'ved the merel~hts'eamen of .~ouse.ue.' ~. :: nisc,!oseu. : .  [he ! ' . . .~e) .c~am:o~ ~.~".m.e'.L~-~ . . '. 
placed in the Municipal.Arena . .14"~' IVB  .' i I .~1 '  "l'~'ll~l~'lYl[ f~ i ' l "  .... '. {he'rwor]d by offerifiga~mlssion iOliowmg. . '~ . . . . .  , ' . ~:~ '~ reqms~.~.m en. uc~..ng/'nl!rses~to . '  
Trust'Account for pay~hent to ' .. 1 K]I, I I i . "  V ~..,4~U~ I I I l ' l  I q~ I ! ! ! .  ~ ... of the church to ships of 'many /B .C .  'department. ot ncalm: ~w0rKm mmaisulcL. '~i~:.~:.'//; • 
thecont rac tor . . . . .  " : - :  -B . . : ' .  , / ' "  • ' .:. ' . .. ':; . ' ,  portsi Curreht i~working inthe .off i¢ials.to!d Pousette: r '. ::! ;.:~ . /C0ni 'd  onPa~i;~i',i.:';:i . ; . :  
.TheArenaA'ssoclatioi~:ha've . . . .  ~ ' l [ ,~~m' l ; :  a l~ i '~ ' l~~"~' l~ ' .  ' :Vanc0uverpb~tshesaid that his' ' . ~ ' ." '  ' i  '.~:~,,~:,!..""' . 
entei~ed lnto.;'a • contract, with: '  ~. : :.. ;~  ~;  ~.L  ~ l~ i :L1  I I I I  : [ !~  ~. l ;  .; ' ' ~. . congregation ~s indeed the.most ,. '  " . , . . ~, .',.' " ! '  ~ .' ' : .' '..,,,~."~'~.~.;':~: ':.:":". ' ~~ 
Blakeb~IrnC0nstrue'tl0nfor this " .~ '  "~". .  ": / :+ ' ' ' '  ' ' = " : ~ r ' '  =.. C "= " "~" " : " ' transient in'the world./. :  '. "' ' ~ ;__ l !  " l l .  " . ' : - c . ' /  " 1 .1  ,~-~.~.~1-"'-.. ,: ~ '~ . " ;" 
.pha~e in . . the  ,~ amount  ~'0f ~ .~Te~race l lyear~o ldcubscout  .and a~f iu iepidemic.whidh put ;  ' .Last ,.week's .~ is iUwas  the :  r, rl lll]lTl'tl: fll I'al :,r  ' :  
$73:313,.0o ~ . , . .  . ,. . . . . .  / : -la h0 'Conne l l  Was' d ubbed.B.~t neaHy~:every ,  bi)y~ . in ' 'bed  ~' goVernoz; 'svewfirst  in Terrace. ' . . .m.  : V J -~ l ; . L4L I f~!~L ,  i t  , . i ; ~ ~ , ~  : 0: i : .  ~;. :" 
. . i t  has also neen agreed that • Improved uamper  las t  .week, sometime during their sta~,, a t  ' but Sincel his luck in the Copper . . " . ...... ' . . . .  ~: - ' ",'; "~ i " /~  .'" • .'" i. ..:~ ;..:~, 
; news releases wi l l  now b~.',~ilanal6ngWithm6~nhersfrom • the~af fa i r / ' . ,  i :  ':;; .."; .~ .  ~:: " ' R iver  last weekend proved to be: . . . . .  . ; ' . . . . . ; ,  i :  . ' . ~ ' ; :~ 
issuedas ' jo intstatementsunder  "his f0urth Te~'i'ace pack ' to in~l  . . . . . . . .  " ~ . . . .  " ' " '  " ' ~'" ' ina i rwa, , s " f i sh less '  he,qans - - • - - • - - ' . . . . . . . .  ' ' " " ~ ' :" • %-~rees~'sai'd ni)'cel"tai -~'•: =- . J , , . v . " i s  baaels'e uaKe polluted '~ " ann br ing ,  fo r th  ' "  a" -~ 
.the . s ignature . '  ;of.'. Mr,"  S. . Scouts~ i...andi: . c~ibs  -.from::..~. P..~ .... :. , ~_. ,. ' ...... ~ my: as ~. tO' re-vimt ~r  community ann ' Re~ional  Distr ict  of K i t imat  ' recommendation at the next "''~ 
Pa i te rson ; ;Mr .  W.".¥eo and :~ througilmit ' :  the: ., provi~ice .and t°wnem..er..ai;l:er.r..aee;9.Ul~.,was' t ry .d ippinghis : l ine eace lnore' " Stikin'e "directdrs wi l l  soon ~ board meetin8 . . . . . . .  " . "  ''~" 
- .. ' , • • . . . . . .  " • . . . . .  : • . ' res~,?on~onslme lOt me; ;~t -preax  . . . . . . .  . . .Mayor V.CG; Jolllffe ..... met for a camping and,hadge . . . . . .  .: . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . .  ' : " '  . . . . .  ' ' ' " 
................................ • • . .advsed.~of the.danger ,  of  ... . . . . .  " . . . . .  • , .... 
• The contractor is expected to' making.'jamboree .in:! Prince .c,~.,,.,.?.{oundbut.~eepldem.~c.~ . ' " .~ ~qutlon t ,  ~J,~,~l~,~ t~ " : .~ " • The ~' ~tit lon :¢o,~tatn~=. L- ;:- 
' " " , . . . . . .  . ~ . :  -. -~ . . p lustuu.campagenaasKepttne • . ' . ' v . . . .  , .--: . . . . .  -..- . . . .  .:. . r-~ , . . . - , .  - .o  1, . - .  . start work:.in~mediately and th6  George, . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . .  , • . . . . . .  • • . . . . .  ' s atu re . . . .  
. . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  k ' ' r ' '  ~ ' " '  ' " " J i tr : ,~  / POLLUTION BYLAW The  reg lona l  dtstrzcts ign ros presenting 40 of, a ,  
foundations .and  r lngwal l ,  are .-.~.~Actlvities rang ing  • ' f rom : ooI~, b~y. .  ..... ~: '"  : ' " . ' .... '" : ' : • ' 'P,~hni~nt'm,mni, , ,  ¢" .~" ,m~, ,  ~nossible 17S land~ree lg tn  tlw '.." 
expected to be completed within, . handicrafts to..sports allowed . Ter race  trooDer O'Connel i  ,m,o , .~, , , ,M a,o,,-io,.:m,~,, Pk~,~tl~ , - , ,~,~,~,,M,~ tho, ,~ area  waS:received last m m .'- - 
the  next;ei lzhtweeks. . '  • .  ;!i ..... lan!oear!}.fp.urnewba.dges~a.nd broughtbeckad laryhere¢ored  "soon :ha .ve 'a . 'S t r0ng:~.ant l  - :
• T!.. set~ms..t~ d~ite Coueeuoh :a t l~  ~hi le :at ' the  jambore6a i id 'one polluti0n'bylaw::: '.. /.; / .... . .:for a p i 'o~sal  andra~;esUmate.  :s~i'et~il~-t'red~r-sali~."~,~e ;?.:~," 
# 
? 
i 
:wen t=as~follows_: : . . .  "b  r~ 
a result rece ived .a  >I  have been busy. :l-d0, all my ,. ',Health 0nit  ~"bave ~resulted ~. ~from :~;!i~_'~fll~';~titji~.;,~b~i:..: cond~tedabrief~tudy 
:,-!JI 
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Province sets out new 
classifications for drivers 
Commencing September 1st, Motorists too careless to wheeled vehicle. Under- 
1971allBritish Columbia driver maintain recommended tire inflation can result in tire 
licences will be classified ac- inflation levels mn the risk of failure, due to rim damage; 
cording to the type of vehicle damage and possible tire tube shifting, which tears out 
the driver is qualif ied to failure affecting their only valves; and excessive tire 
operate. There are six -contaet with the road. flexing, which hams both the 
classifications of licences, with During the summer, there is a tire and tube due to excessive 
special classifications being special need to keep tires heat build-up. Sufficient read 
assigned to the drivers of large properly inflated to prevent depth is also of great im- 
highway tract0r-trailer earn- excessive flexing and sub- portance. 
binations, buses, large trucks sequent damage to tires at The need for regular tire 
that carry a gross vehicle higher temperatures. Under- inspection is specially urgent 
weight over 2~,000 pounds, and inflation causes excessive tire from a safety point of view, due 
taxis, wear at the tire edges. Over- to the fact that skids or flats 
Any person who drives a inflation can result in tire wall with a bike are extremely 
vehicle fitting within the breakage when obstacles are dangerous-- it's only as safe as 
description of the vehicles set struck and also .causes ex- the rubber under it. The 
out above, who has not yet taken cessive wear in the centre f the following tire care and safety 
steps to have his driver's U'ead in addition to an un- rules for bike owners is 
licence properly classified, comfortably hard ride. suggested-  
should immediately enquire for It is said the best things in life -- Check inflation when tires 
an appropriate form at the are free. Keeping tii'es properly are cool, once a week or before 
nearest Motor Licorice Office. inflated is one of the best things all trips. 
Licence amendments will be in a motorist's life - -  and it's -- Never "hlecd" tires when 
mailed to all drivers in these • free. It helps ensure safety, hot, as pressure build-up from 
special categories who have MOTORCYCLE TIRES running is normal. 
applied and have qualified prior Motorcycle owners who carry -- Check tires regularly, 
to September 1st. The amend- a passenger are urged to be inspecting for tread depth and 
meet will be carried with the sure their vehicles are equipped damage. 
driver's licence held by the with tires of sufficient carrying -- Avoid hitting curbs, pot 
person, capacity for the extra load. This holes, or other obstruction. 
Most drivers will fit in the is especially important with -- Always be on the lookout 
category which will encompass lightweight bikes, for the rear for the cyclist's main driving 
passenger vehicle operators tires in particular, as the entire hazards, especially in cornering 
and small and medium trucks extra weight of the double-rider - -  gravel, sand, leaves, dirt, 
up to 24,000 pounds gross is absorbed by the rear tire. mud, etc., all of which can 
vehicle weight. Drivers in this Tires of the next higher ply result in loss of traction and a 
group do not face any additional rating or tire size designation slide-out. 
licensing requirement and have and possibly a larger rim, may -- Reduce speed and be extra 
no need to fill in any special be required, cautious in wet weather driving, 
forms as part of the conversion Once the bike is properly especially in the first 15 to 30 
programme, tired, the most crtical item of minutes after it starts to rain 
Similarly, persons who have maintenance is proper inflation when roads can be as slippery 
qualified to drive motor-cycles --  vitally important for a two- as ice due to road oil film. 
have no need to take any further 
steps, These persons wi l l  Lobor releoses figures receive a driver licence 
amendment which will form 
part of the licence and indicate OTTAWA --  Collectively bargained wage settlements in the 
that they are in the proper firsthalfof1971showedalowerrateofincreasethanthoseofthe 
classification for motor- first 6monthsof1970, according to figures releasedtoday b the 
cyclists. Canada Department of Labour. The figures are based on a 
The programme of Classified continuing analysis of collective agreements covering 500 or 
Driver Licensing was agreed to more workers in industries other than construction. 
by all the Provincial Govern- • The average annual increase in base rates, expre.~sed in 
ments in Canada in 1970. It is a compound terms, was 7.7 per cent in the first and 7.8 per cent in 
step to up-grade driver licen- the second quarter of 1971. Comparable figures in 1970 were: 9.0 
sing standards and as a result, per cent in the first quarter; B,2 per cent in the second'quarter; 
to increase the level of highway S.8 pesr cent in the third quarter and 7.9 per cent in the fourth 
safety, quarter. 
Of the 111 agreements reached in the second quarter of 1971, 
NEW REGULATIONS ON 34 were classified as three-year agreements, 66 as two-year 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE'B.CI 
Kitpou, Algonquin "shaman," visiting 
in Prince Rupert, chats with Oliver 
Adams, representing the Haida In- 
dians, in the Haida section of the 
Northwest Museum of British 
Columbia in Rupert. Kitpou went to 
Rupert to pick up the first replica of a 
Haida war canoe built in many years. 
It yeas constructed by Mr. Adams' 
brother, Victor, a job that took two 
years of work. 
Abbotsford airshow TIRE SAFETY' agreements and 11as one-year agreements. Base rate increases Recently approved tire safety averaged 9.8 per cent in the first year, 6.8 per cent in the second 
regulations prohibit he use on year and 6.1 per cent in the third year of the three-year ~ ' 1  e l l  t h o u s a n d s  
motor-vehicles and trailers of agreements; 8.8 per cent in the first year and 6.7 per cent in the 
tires that have - -  second year of the two-~ear agreements and 11.9 per cent in the 
: (a) a cord break.or an air one-ye r agreements.: ' .. ...... ABBOTSEO~D,  ~I;C,. (CP) -- A Crowd of 120,000 was en- 
leak: ~ "i~Hainett bYf~at~df'~ii~i~i~l daring-d0at the 10th"AnnualAb- 
(b) tread damage over one . . . . . . . . .  <~,.~- : botsford ]~nt~rnahona| Air Show during the weekend. " 
inch in any direction; CUBAN ATHLETES ARE Defe~e 'Minister Donald Macdonald who opened lhe two- 
(c) bumps, bulges or lumps day affair Saturday, said such shows point up Canada's con- 
caused by tread or sidewall tribution to aviation in scientific knowledge, skill and 
separation from the ply cords, HUNGRIER THAN USUAL technology. 
or by partial failure of tire "One of the more exciting performances was by John I~azian, 
structure; CALI, Colombia (Reuter) -- "The Cubans have taken 15 who is billed as the only wing-walker in air show business.t0day. 
(d) tread worn to less than An official at the Pan-American breakfasts, 15 lunches and 15 Kazian's act includes head stands and other unusual 
one sixteenth of an inch'of tread Games village said Thursday dinners out of the dining room postures atop a low-flying single-engine Super Stearman hi- 
groove depth. Cuban athletes have been for thelast few days," a village plane piloted by Joe Hughes. 
smuggling 45 meals daily out of officfal said. 
CARE OF YOUR TIRES the dining room and it is Athletes from other countries Kazian and Hughes, who lives near Long Beach, Calif., said 
AN IMPORTANT SAFETY believed they are feeding confirmed that the Cuhans, who the key to their performance is the ability, each has to sense 
FACTOR would-be defectors being held always eat in One group, were what the other is thinking aloft. 
Correct ire inflation is of the captive in their rooms, leaving the dining room carry- "I have complete confidence when Joe is flying that plane," 
greatest importance from the Following four confirmed ing food and drink back to their said Mr. Kazian, who left the relatively unexciting career of 
point of view of safety during Cuban defections, village offi- quarters, trapeze performer in1962 after travelling most of the world with 
the summer months when the cials believe the meals are for circuses. 
heaviest motoring takes place 15 team members under "house The Cuban team flies home 
on the roads and highways, arrest" for plotting to defect. Friday Other performances included an aerobatic display by a 
Western Washington State College professor, Dr. Dave Rahm, 
and a 60-minute'display by Canadian forces fighters, transports, 
trainers, and a helicopter. 
Several aircraft from the Canadian Forces Mobile Com- 
mand were not available for scheduled performances because 
they are being used to fight forest fires in northern B.C. 
i DARWIN FRIESEN., OF CH LLI- tended to secure a stable, firm footing, 
WACK, is "very happy' with the pro- Up at the front end, the loader[has 8700 
ducti0n anti perfor~]mnce h gets from ~ pounds of breakout, A torque convcrter " 
his Long loader bnckhoe. He uses it with instant reverse and 10.speed "trans. - - 
mainly for water line installation, such mission provides plenty of pushing.power .
as shown l~ere, bnt he also does gener,:d when. it is ~eeded for .loading, back-' ' 
contract •work, The machine has been .' fiillr/g ond levelling. Self-levelling buckets, 
trouble free and has pro,Zen to•be a real ar~c available in 1 and I V,-yard capac~. 
• good investment. This Long loamier back: ties, Backed by ,Finning's unmatched. 
hoe has many interesting feattires. The.+~ province-wide paris and 'service ~si~pport . ' .  with-al l  Ut,'e$~neW-style rules end regulations, the early 
backhoe 'digs 'down to:  15 • feet. :ned +. the' Long'loader backhoe:is I~ainlng in-  ' " . . . .  " hel'~as.of.Cap Stadium wou ld#t  recognize the old ball- 
reaches out more than 20. ',feet; + The ..creased popularity nhlongst contractors .,, ": . . .  
bucket has nearly 11,000 pon0ds digging,..like . Darwin. ,Friesen,.. Contact r ~/our . ' ' game today.But ,  they'd sti l l  appreciate one stylei Old 
force, with~six bucket optionsffrom :12!~ Finningl.s~deS rep.'re}~entative or Finnmg's ' . = 
inches.to 36 inches.wide./The /mlqud .Light.lnddbiriM 'Dzvisl0n in'Vuo¢ouver, '..' ', :$tYie~,it's'..gtlli brewed with natural Ingredle.nt$ end 
and exclusive h~tdraulic system features. "Find "out all the icasons why if, Long. : " " " '. " " . . . .  
a "due c rcpit single pnmp. And pedal-,':loadef backhoe will be a'good tnv.estment ' • : . ;,. t ime. Sti l l  b~wed In B;C, for  Old Style f leveur. 
operateo stabilizer feet are easily ex~ ?.'.foiyou, ' - " ++ . ' ; . . . . .  ~ 
• , . • . • . . ,  
plentyof tl. 
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BUSINESS LEADERSr, F~: I I  ;I: ': i ;+~:::~"!:: 
. . . . .  , J .  7 ~- " " -. " : ,~  
B ' " , ' .  ' :i....*:-:?i{,'..~" .:~-i .... ' : C, economy wdl ,: o .,   ~ . ': : ~ /.";{. , 
suffer from. si 1'' ~ '~'~r 
VANCOUVER (CP) -~  The ~a'nployers' Council of}" B.~ 
British Columbia econom~ will said iftheCn~idian doll~tr tim 
suffer as a result of new 'upwards R will have a seric 
economic measures announced effec t on B.C's economy. 
by U.S. President Nixon, B.C. " i  think on  ~e meditJm: 
business leaders said Monday. 
Gordon Draeseke, president long-term, barns tim. effect 
Nixon's po l ie ies  on t] 
of the Council o f lF0rest  In: Canadian economy will like 
dustries of B.C. will be hit with be' p~itwe, whereas for B.C. 
the 10-per-cont surcharge ~bir. wiU probably be negative," k 
Nixon announced Sunday; +
In 1969, B.C. forest exports to saul. . " 
the U.$. amounted to $800 " The president of Bethlehe: 
Reynold million worth of goods." Copper Corp.," Pat , 
Be said ' that based on in -  said the American S0.day fre~, 
formation from Washington~ on wages and prices mig] 
D.C., all forest productsexcept nudge the Canadian geyser: 
pulp, newsprint, shingles and ment  in the same direction. 
softwood siding will have the "As  far as controls ar  
sur-tax imposed. ., . 
Mr. Draeseke als0 Said a l l  .concerned,'"he said, "this ha~ 
imports in transit to the U.S. to come. The U.S. governme~ 
• will have the surtax imposed, realizes something ou 
"The surtax has serious government doesn't: that it i 
implications for the forest in- business that creates jobs." 
dust ry inB.C, , "hesa id ,"andof  . Ray Haynes, secretar~ 
course there is the  added lreasuroroftheB,C.Federatior 
concern of the exchange rate of of Labor, said the freeze, "won'l 
the U.S. dollar." ' work" and at the end of the 9( 
If the Canadian doi]ar rises to days, " i t  will he full spee~ 
a par level with the U.S. dollar ahead again. 
or goes above it, the ,  effect 
would be the same as when the 
Canadian dollar was unpegged. Paterson  
N.R. Dusting, vice-president " d ided-ec 
of the council, said that for un 
every cent the Canadian dollar ' 
rose in value last year, the cost about r ' i o f  to the B.C. forest industry was 
about $14 million "WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. (C]PI 
In addition, 80 per cent of all - -  Attorney-General Leslie 
forest export contracts are Peterson said Monday he has 
executed in U.S. funds, he Said. Still not decided whether to start 
Jack McQuarrie, secretary of an investigaUon of the• riot in 
Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline VancouVer's old Gastown 
Ltd., said "our tariffs are in section Aug. 7. 
Canadian funds so I cannot see. He said he was pleased With 
any effects." the success of a "patch-up 
Edwin Phill ips, executive party" sponsored by Gastown 
vice-p~;esident of Westcoast merchants Saturday, night a 
Transmission Co. Ltd., said his week after 79 persons were 
firm had just signed a contract arrested and numerous others 
had their heads kn¢cked. with U.S. f irms with a 
neutral iz ing clause in it Mr. Peterson said he hasn't 
allowing for a floating received a copy of anofficial 
American dollar, report that Vancouver, police 
Tony Peskett, president of the chief John Fisk had ordered 
_ - | 
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Deluxe  Aluminum Storm Doors  
11/4 SELF" STORING DOOR COMPLETE WITH ALL HARDWARE. 
"GRILl"' AND WEATHER STRIPP ING JUST $0 DOORS 
AVAILABLE AT THIS REDUCED PRICE ' 
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., Herald staff visits digs 
S 
BY MORGAN B. 
t The national museum's dig 
this year on the Skeena was 
conducted in three phases. 
The main part being in the 
Prince Rupert area. 
The second was at the 
"Fortress" site on the Kitselas 
Canyon. While the third 
undertaking was a mapping and 
identification of sites on the 
Skeena and its tributaries. 
The mapping was mainly 
done b3) Dr, George McDonald 
who used many modern 
methods including aerial 
photography ' in  both light 
sensiiitive film and infra red. 
He hopes that, those areas 
which have become overgrown 
will show up on the infra red 
film. 
Infra red film is sensitive to 
heat and will indicate any areas 
of uneven heat on the ground. 
An old site because of the 
Cubicle 
CAMPBELL  
in 1926, 
Since then it has been allowed 
to fall into total ruin• ~" 
The aim of the expedition was 
to rescue what they could and 
map thearea. They were also 
to check out the middens 
(garbage dump) in the hope of 
turning up interesting artifacts. 
They also hope to check out 
how long the site had been used 
by the Indians, 
They were able to map most 
of the village but were 
idsappointed in their finds. 
They found no evidence of any 
very early habitation. 
Another aim which they 
expected no Success in fact 
succeeded.. The fortress site 
was so named as legend tells 
that it was indeed a fortress. 
No fortress prior to the 
settlers has been found todate in 
B.C. 
disturbed nature.of the soil will Louis Allaire and his 
support a different plant growth~.~'.eompanions~oun.deviden~em~ a ,, 
find so indicate a differentt~ilri'n ~-~' ]o~ l~llf~/~l~: sr6']~nd1'ng su~rt  ~'~ 
l~eat value on the film. to the legends. 
• The fortress site at Kitselas 
was inhabited at the time of the 
ferry boat days and a number of 
pictures exist of it as a going 
concern. 
The village •was finally 
abandoned inthe 1920's but was 
reconstructed with the help of 
the Canadian National Railway 
Louis believes that when 
attacked the Indians- loosed 
pegs and rolled-the top logs 
down on any would be" 
attackers. 
A story is told of a chief who in 
fact capturedthe fortress, l ie 
disguised himself as a woman 
and painted his armour with her 
AT.THE LOOAL OHUROHES 
PENTEOOSTAL TABERNAOLE 
4(;47 Lazelle Ave. 
Service Schedule - 
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 
Morning Worship i1:00 a.m, phones 
Sunday Evening 7:!5 p.m. Office 625.2434" 
Bible Study Home 635.5336 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
You;h Night Thursday 7:30 " Pastor M. Kennedy 
.The end Of Your search for, a friendly church 
4451 Greig 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Night 
I1:00 Morning Worship "Bible Study & 
7:30 Evening Services ' Prayer Meeting" 
For into on 0fher activilies Phone Envoy or Mrs. Bill Young 
• 63S '5446 ~ ~ , • " ' '  
: KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
Cor. Lazelle Ave. & Munroe 
Phone 635,6014 
Worship 10:00 a.m. 
Nursery 10:00 p.m. 
UKRAINAN CATHOLIC 
SERVICES 
Parish Hall :4634 Walsh: Rd.: 
10:00 p.m. Sunday Services 
9: 30 a.m. Con tesSions"- 
EVANGEL 
FREE CHURCH : / :  
Cot. Park Ave. and'sparks sI; 
9:45 Sunday School 
I1:00 Morning Worship : 
7:30 Evening ServiceS.:'*'/~, 
': Wednesday'7:30 p,m...' 
--Prayer and Bible Study 
Rev. B.B.  Ruggles ,: phDne: 
4664 Park Avenue : 63s-5 i I 'S  
CHRIST  LUTHERAN 
CHURCH • 
Cor. Sparks St.,& Park Ave. 
Pas:or: A .  Borch 
Phone 635-5862 ; ~' 
Morning Service al  9:30 a,m. 
!Sunday School,9;4S,a,m, -" '~ 
'Your Friendly Famli~ Church°l 
CATHOLIC}HURCH 
Lakelse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES 
8:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 
9:30 a. m. 7 30 P.m. 
CHRIST IAN.  
REFORMED CHURCH 
Sparks" St. at Straume Ave. 
Roy. John Vandyk" 
L Phone:635:2621 
/10:00 a.m. Sunday Scho'ol . 
'Ll1': 00 a.m. ,Worshi'p Servi~e' 
'. :S :00 p,m. ,Worship Service" 
Back :oGod CFTK Hour 
,Friday IB:30 p In. 
/: ST . ,MATTHEW'S  . 
" :I~CHURCH 
Sunday Se,rvices: . . 
,: .8:30,and TO:IS am. 
every, suiiday . • 
~.', ( bab~ysiltln~g..at 
tO:IS service only) 
i ~ ; .  ',6 . .~ /  :, . 
' : Pa;:'0rl Peter H0rs;ield 
Phone 635-5655 
GOSPEL  ) . "7 . l s -m ' "~vehidg'"v~'"'Enengal , , • . . -.~ . . t s :  , .~  
.~ ~ :  ~' ' :r '  k" ' '  Phone,.S3S:7/2~.., Resd dSS.~1200, 
It I l _ _ .  ' I ' 1  " ' i ' l * l l~ '~ ' ' '~ ' , i  
~,.~'~,~ - '~ ,....,~':!. 5,..~' :':'.. ',",:~"':;,~}~,"~'':.i..'.'.~.: " , 
, .  , . .  . . . .  ,- . 
slew them with his weapon and 
allowed his men to enter and 
capture the fortress. 
The mere bets of the 
archeological team for the 
Museum of Man in Ottawa have 
now left and in time we shall 
know the full extent of their 
findings. " 
Dr. McDonald is confident 
that his new maps of the Skeena 
will shed more light on both the 
Indian settlements and early 
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mszrzc~ oz K}.umaz-p.. ,t~Jne. nave  ] made a $400 token eontributinn , , t~_ _-- _ -  , ~_  .;..: .~  'Banyay  told Jollitffei " I f ] ;on 
aeeusea  -. tne mstrzez, of .. to  L the • stuth, ,.,;,;~o .'-,,, ~ hey areas  no~ oenenung ,,o feel the board  is ~eap dig.fate 
neglecting t~rist  pr.om_.otl.on. ':Municipality of Terrace :, hus znch should not .be r~uh'.ed to your: (mdnie ipaU~po~ket.  
Terrace Mayor., "victor .. conUbuted l I  ~n . . . .  . • :pay ' -  as : : :  mUen,.tnat s Tourist ~pro~otion:grants:,:are 
Jolliffe, supportad.by Hazelton-~ ' John Pou's'~tie: Ki , i - -ot  ../democratie;Banyay s id. . given on'a pep Capita basiS. 
ayor Perry York," was Stikinesecretary.ti;easurer~ld. - The decisionto make atoken 
payment was decided upon. by Heconctuded: "Ifyoucanseil criticial of the regions attitude . the region.only, made. a token d ie ters  representingall reas promotion totlie board, okay./H toward tourism. ,~ ieon4ribution because the•region 
Jolliffe charged the district , does" not include - tourist within the district, you have the guts to do it and it 
:?Thereglenaldistrict pays its is'accepted, the beard will'pay with being"cheap"whileYork, ,promotion as one of' its sliai'e. ~ We'z'e 
less aggressive: implied that ,*functions: not its share. ~ 
the regional initiate a more 
The charges, which. 1~ to a 
heated debate at a regional 
meeting .in Stewatt~ July,~14th~ 
stemmed from an information 
i'eport by Perry York. ' 
York was reporting On a B.C, 
regional tourist study Which- 
encompasses anarea from the 
Queen Charlotte Isla~is'to east 
of McBride. 
He said, however, ' the region 
aggressive attitude towards ,,:is involved in tourist research. 
tourist promotion. 
Cost of the $23,000 study is 
shared by both the province and 
the 
~ ~ participating. 
The  regional 
- ~ '  Kitimat-Stikine •had '. been 
M.B, Campbell Photo . allured a provincial grant of 
$2,300 for tourist promotion and 
study. 
. .  - : .  
breasts, etc. and wore a wig. European endeavors which 
The guards were so delighted have become forgotten or lost 
that they welcomed this'comely with time. : 
wench who on reaching the top While I was visiting the 
fortress ite I heard what I felt 
was a very ambitious and 
practical idea for making our 
Indian beritage better known. 
The idea was a series of foot 
bridges across the Skeena t the 
Canyon. 
One across to Ringbolt Island 
to see the petrographs, the other 
across to the fortress and a 
third back to the prehistoric dig 
site. 
The old village would be 
rebuilt under the direction of 
the artists from Ksan. 
Land use applied 
Trailers don't 
The Technical Planning 
rCommittee of the Regional 
'District of Kitimat-Stikine 
recently decided upon the 
following land use applications~ 
In attendance were officials 
from the health unit, 
conservation and wildlife 
department, departments of- 
forestry, mining, water 
• resources, lands, fisheries and 
the regional district. 
I) Lot A of Lot I of Blk B, DL 
693, R5CD This property 
belonging to Mr. Martel, is 
North of Spring Creek .and the 
plans are to subdivide into two 
IZ  acre parcels. 
MOVED by Mr. Smythe that 
this subidivison of DL 963 be 
approved subject to approval 
from the Public Health 
Department, Carried. 
2) Columbia Cellulose 
Subdivision at Kitwanga.- 
Portion of North **~ of DL 1318 
Cassiar-Col-Cel. MOVED by 
Mr. Egan that this subdivision 
not-be approved until the 
RegiOnal District finalized its 
subdivision control By-Law and 
until advice is received from the 
Department of ,Highways on 
Highway grades and how waste 
disposal is going to he handled. 
Carried. 
3) South West ~/~ of District 
Lot 1320, Cassiar Dist'rict in the 
Kitwanga rea. MOVED bv Mr. 
standards 
Pointing to the regions token 
payment, Jolliffe said: 
" I t 's  only the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine 
-~that's chickened, out:on paying 
'its share." 
' - • " - "  -. c . : '~  
.i 
Regional chairman Joe 
reg iona l ,  districts_ Banyay reiterated Ponsette's 
earlier comments and added 
district of that while tourism promotion is 
a major economic factor in the 
area, it is Terrace that stands to 
• gain the most byany regional 
promotion, He claimed Terrace 
was in the best geographic 
location to take advantage of 
tourism. 
The study is to research 
tourism throughout the entire 
regional ,district and not only meet  Terrace, he said, . 
As Terrace Will receive the 
most benefit it. is only fitting 
that its share for the study are 
With the well publicized 
housing shortage in Canada 
many British Columbians haw 
purchased costly but portable 
mobile homes, 
Many of these ,units were 
purchased to set on permanent 
foundations and  act as 
permanent housing. 
However the provincial 
government is imposing 
• legislation, effective Within a 
year, which will restrict, a
mobile unit to its existing 
location or to trailer parks, 
The legislation states that any 
habitable unit to occupy land 
must meet with the National 
Building Code, 
Officials have said that very 
few, if any, existing mobile 
homes would meet the 
Tan that this Subdivision of the requirements• 
Southwest ~/4 corner of District .In view o;{ the legislation 
Lot 1.320"b(~'~al~Pz'o~ed~"~a~ied. "" ~ . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  regzqnal, dlrecturS ~ave. been 
4) [60 acre island 'in,:'th~ : attempting to find'a loopholeor 
Skeena River, 3 miles legislative provisions to ease 
immediately south of Terrace• the blow to mobile home 
MOVED by Mr. Tan that, owners. 
consideration of this app]icati0n John Pousette, Kit imat- 
be deferred until further Stikine regionhl secretary 
information is received from • treasurer, met in Victoria with 
the Lands Department. J.T. Williams, munieipal affairs 
Carried, administrative officer, 
5) District Got 2289, RscD, During the .meeting 
Northeast of Lakelse Lake. provisions for subsisting 
There are two applications of trailers after implementation f 
approximately 10.acres each the.  building cede were 
with the application tothe south discussed. 
having no road access. The land Williams told Pousette that he 
belongs to Mr: Gene James is" curi'ently *.considering the 
Thomas, MOVED by Mr. Tan pb~sibility..0f some for of 
that these two applications of temporary usepermit  which 
District Lot 2289 be refused would be issued to all trailers 
because: a) uncut the lots is existing at the time of the 
much less than 10 acres, and b) enforcement of the regulation, 
the other lot has no legal road Prior to the discussion with 
access. Carried, Williams, Pousette had 
6) North east corner:~.DL corresponded with J, Gait 
6990, Cassiar District 25 miles Wilson, considered tbe 
North of Stewart, B.C., along the p~w~ce'd t.op lawyer i .  the 
Bowser River: This is a land municipal fired. 
application for 950 acres for use ~ a letter Wi~so~ said: 
as a mill tailings pond by the *"It is ~ny mtdetstanding that 
Granduc Operating Co. tlte reBulation~ will apply 
MOVED by B. Dudas that this acrbss the wliole Province but' 
land application, from the that exemptiorm may be 
Granduc Operating Co. for 950 granted in Certain areas for 
acres North of Stewart in DL certain persons and classes of 
6990 be approved. Carried. b~alkUhga by regMati0n. 
" - " I t  i s  my understanding that 
n z I I me matter of the trailers does 
not deal with zoning but deals 
with building regulations and 
requirements...that thereason 
i for the ameedment o the 
J , MUnicipal Act is so that various 
I Municipalities 'do not insert 
building regulations that would 
prolHbit building that are 
I acceptable ih other areas.. 
-"I note that Section 719A of 
the Municlpal Act provide~ that 
the Minister may make 
reg~ationS, Classes of buitdings 
etc. i ' would assume'that the 
( trailers you refer to will he " 
exempted particularly if they 
l i p :  m*n'°" industry.;: ' .  " : "It . is 'my ~tmderstanding~that exemptions' would be.made in. regards to' those.,various items 
St . 
WaS that ( 
stations w(  
The' mayor, filling in as 
Terrace's director in place of 
Ev Cliff, said, tourist i)romotion 
is essential in order to get 
people to travel and spend 
money throughout the region. 
Dine  Out i  
Fast take out Exotic mealS: 
Canad ian  & Chinese{Foods i:~!~ 
Open M0n. thru Sat. I0 am. to1 am, 
eA . :  Sunday.!1 am. to 10pm.~',: k L 
cheapskates,. .everybody .'"You can't Shanghai or force 
benefits/equally," he added, people to do things othez~vise." 
"Further to that, it's up to the • The board accepted ,York's 
.individual areas to shell out, repojrt. 
/ Thank youBriUsh Columbia! 
Ii:se jram  Five starnoW 
I Out lls all other brands 
of whisky. 
The mason? 
Easy taste and easy 
to look at. Plus the 
Seagram name 
and quality. 
Prove it foryourself .  
That's the easy part. 
The easy, whisky, 
Th is  adver t i sement  is. no1 pub l i shed  or  d i sp layed  by the  
r iquor  Cont ro l  BOard  or  by  the  Government  of the  prov ince  of  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
TILLICUM DRIVE-IN 
2900 Braun  Show star ts  a t  dusk .  Phone  635:5310 
August 20,21,22 SKIDO0 
and 
THE ITALIAN JOB 
" • • 4 4CTilhcum Theatre "k. k 
4720 Lake lse  Phone  635-2040 
AUGUST: 19-26 ................ . . . . .  6 4§ PId 
LITTLE BIG MAN , 
ADULT ENTERTAI  NM|N; r  Duel,/ Hoffman Chief Dan George- #'Worrli/~O--VicJousbrutal,ty 
and some sex~B,¢ .  Di rector  
eesr, ooX, er: 
~azelle /~ / 635~611i 
? 
SUN-' SPEOIAL ADVAflO| TIOKET SALE, 
. CHIEF BAH GEORGE 
On the stap: of 
i : !i i{i iJ: i0 :iTh,) 
"r'/" 
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our opinion 
to create a better 'world 
"It's been said many times, many 
ways. . . "  Education is still the tool 
that is desired and essential to the 
creation of a better world, even a 
better and more pros~rous Terrace, 
r 
Ar..d although we constantly fight 
ideals into society as was the case in 
Gastown some days ago, we still must 
pursue those "better days" while first 
achieving the knowledge .on how the 
+'bad days" were created in the first 
place. 
It is not a strange incident when a 
young man from university steps in- 
side the business world and quite 
drastically makes changes from within 
the system. And although an ad- 
vocation of revolutionary change is not 
suggested here, it might be wise to 
remember that not all change is in- 
stituted by war on the establishment. 
You see, the establishment or the 
"'straights" are people too and the 
stronger the mcthods used against he 
world, the stronger the defence comes 
by those being accosted. It is only 
human. 
There is really nothing worse than 
a young fellow on your doorstep who 
tells you that Vietnam is a crime of the 
civilized world and then cannot tell you 
why or how he accumulated that 
thought. 
A great pity. A young ~rson full of 
good ideas with no knowledge on how to 
present he facts. A young person with 
no knowledge on what happened 
before. 
It all comes back to education. And 
even although your resentment might 
actually lie with the actual school 
system...wel l ; . .even that cannot be 
changed without a thorough knowledge 
of the source to the problem. 
Education will keep you on top. 
There is no more for dropouts, This 
fall, register. We want you. It is always 
a shame to see a dropout walking the 
streets, looking for work, and on 
welfare rubbing mind and soul with the 
very .  bottom of society - -  the 
uneducated. 
the script hasn't changed 
Ambassador Da,Ad Bruce made 
his final appeal before retirement to 
the Nurth Vietnamese delegation at the 
Paris peace talks to show some 
reasonableness toward +' settling7 the 
Vietnam war on a negotiated basis. His 
plea elicited only the customary verbal 
abuse. 
Thus ended the latest saga in the 
2~._,-year-old talks. Talks which never 
have become serious discussions. 
Talks in which it is as obvious today as 
it was in the beginning that virtually 
the only terms the communists are 
willing to accept is surrender of the 
other side, 
It was not Ambassador Bruce's 
fault his year at the negotiating table 
produced no forward movement. As a 
dean of the American diplomatic 
corps, one with many years of ex- 
perience in various posts, the 73-year- 
old diplomat was well qualified to 
pursue any possibilities of peace which 
might show th+mse!,y+e.s+. ...... 
There were non+,  Nor will Bruce's 
successor in Paris fare better. The 
charade at the peace table is merely a 
reflection of Hanoi's determination 
that patience eventually will hand the 
communists all of Indochina. It may  
prod and test in Paris, but it will not 
negotiate. 
If a negotiated settlement comes to 
Vietnam, the origin will not be the 
spotlight in Paris. It may  not even 
come from Hanoi. But for the sake of 
appearances, the talks in Paris will 
continue, even as new play.er s take the 
stage. 
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" +: ~ ~ ' L ~ ;~ li : ' He  was evidently 1.e'll • attack ,stli~ 
ut d/dn't d~ :10~ted.;Lin : 
Howard..'He  In  \rain +.w  
, ; . :+;~ :~; ,+ town thisweek b ,0P~i ,i!~lusbry, .
- • . .~ .~ in to tell us what he has done +o~+~: t;,:,: ;++: "",:.)':.• .: ' +. ~; 
• ...... thisarea l tely;Cotdd l tbe tllat~r + ,i~.~,iv~+ j Ot~,~v~li e 
m " ~m*' 'd'h+Sn On ,~Imtlon Ion't + " "e"v '~""""  '-'+=""~"~ .+w -- . . . . . . . . . .  ~ =,=.~ : ,. . . . . . . .  . , i  
imminent - ,  .. " ybe.+ " . ,:Attack C0i~le 
really doesnt give a damn+ +, !~The~swinging door.~er 
tmtil the next election scaPe.~.! ?' +~n0t~er. t roup  wear ~ 
it's a shame• Again, this is my.~ ' , l~g~. .  It'g a nice.'-. ulace 
oplmon. . '+ ,+ , 'w0~k.~.for /< a, while...] 
The pro-adults are readying +~ ~0metimes th~e's a tMng lik 
themselves for: the slav~.-...Imaithy ~heque thatcouldml 
market again...scbool in  ~tw0 ;iVl/ibre I~le~sknt. ' .. ~:: 
weeks. Now that tim mamdp~ ~ ; :'.:,~:C0uple o[ weeks ba~kn g 
rand papas have had their happy."., ir ied to sell me a~car. H~+ sai( 
yotln, gsters around all summer ~ :wss.~iR good colRiitinn dnd tl 
ana could ....sort oL.,spy on' ,+:hielid]had spent nash on:ifixi 
their i activities the par~'n~! i +it~+;'L TheL l iar.'  In +tbe ?glc 
feeling must be wearingdownto ¢om~t:tment was t,be fil'st'eo 
extent. • • of theregistration.thitt stated some 
With the wearingdown comes paid $100 for it. H.e~i~t~$2~ 
the Controversial subject of Not only + that,;? On 'tie= 
ehicle pray, drug abuse in the sehoois. +Take examination the V " 
note that kids don't pop pills or to be mechanically lomy. TI 
d pe smokedope inschool. Rave you man sell~ng ' the; yehicl.e is a war  ance :  r ace  smelled the garage lately? Terrace businessman ar  
• Did you know that this area salesman. Wonder what h 
was one of the only areas in B.C. customers get? ' 
The Paw Wow of Indian war engagements each day for the points across North America where the woods industry was • Going to the land where ther 
dancing at the Community past two weeks the dancers and all clubs basically dance to in operation almast all summer, are nosales taxes...sobuy (bye 
Centre last weekend was a very ' stated that the Terrace the same members. Rain may spoil your weekends for now .. . .  
peaceful affair, response was rated with the . • 
Dressed in  feathers and best. "This allows for a common 
jangling beads a group of nine Thedancerssaidtheshowhas factor among clubs and heips to i o u s l  tid'bits 
professionalwar dancers from enabled themselves toassociate unite .tribes, right across the n r e c  
Vancouver delighted a small with new faces from different continent." r"  - -  turn-out of Terrace war dance communities, many of them . . . . . .  - • - i 
fans, Sunday. white. The move is a major• change Somebody in the Terrace at~ea the Kalum-Lakelse parking lot 
Thetravellingshow is part of "The dancing gives us in outlook given by  the sure enjoys banging-upparked just k idd ie  .corder ~to th( 
the province's Centennial something to talk about," Mr. government and Mr. Philips cars. Reports .from Terr.ace Herald's office. After browsint 
project and was described.by Philips said " h Tey  watch us remembers the early thirties RCMPthis week slated that a "through his police a'ccidenl 
show originator Ernie Philips perform and later we answer when his father was fined for presently unknown motorist notes and writing ,!l few fronl 
as the only bridge between his their • questions. It is posse.~sion of a war drum. He after hitting three cars page stories; Rick peturhed t¢ 
people and whites• communication." said that any Indian items separately parked  at .the find that some hit-and-ruv 
"Instead of getting together Club spokesman Gus which might be considered by Keystone Apartments quickly driver,had neatly put six inches 
with people in beer parlours our Kahclamat from the Yakima government authorities as drove away. Police are of dint into the Beetle's fronl 
people have a new way to tribe in Washington State said being part of Indian dance or checking paint samples and rcmp for • act ion,  ~Rick is 
communicate," Mr. Phil ips that this government religions ceremonies were eyewitness repor ts  and :eportediy taking ~e law'inte 
said• Since the dance troop left sponsored program is one of causes of many fines and in investigation i t0the incident is his own hands by personally 
its main body, the Vancouver the first phases in the beginning some eases, jailings, wellunder way. As result of the investigating an investigation. 
Indian War Dance Club, and of a rebirth of Indian culture, hit-and.run' accident a total of X X X XrX i ', 
beganasummerlongtcurofthe ' He said tbe war dancing itsel[ "We are bringing back the $100 each in damage occured to 
province, Mr. Philips and his is nation wide and that culture of the Indian people, a 1965 Corvair owned by Earl Truckdr ivers and any other 
fellow dancers have met fine competitions overtheyearshave Whit e people can now see what McNaughton and a 1970 Ford motorists earryling ,loads of 
responses• sprung up.' Songs used in the Indians are and in turn Indian Fairlane owned by Archangelo garbage ;and assorted bits  of 
After playing single ceremonies are gathered from will be able to understand Demarchi.A1971MGsportscar loose items are advised hy 
themselves•" owned by Br ian  Carmichel Terrace RCMP to secure loads 
ed i to r ia l  
received $50 damage, before venturing out onto city 
- "~ lues l  The Terrace visit is one at XXXXX streets. ConiplaihlJ heard at I thestation state that loess loads 
many which took the nine war . ets°sat?i li lash hurnln,  dsncers by ear to communities Aftei driving hack from the have created trails of debris for s - _  .=  season such as Dawson CreeR, FortSt. Terrace RCMP detachment this mi les .  This is notnec ' 
ot  o •l " o " o ' "o o i re John, Kitimat, Prince Rupert. week Herald Associate Editor Say police, for read~ 
Sh r lvsm kewi lbegmt  r i se f rmvanus lggnga  as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,to " " . . . .  o t ann aown mrougn me rra~er Rick Munro unfortunately garbage dump.s are alread3 
du. annual slash burning activities. While m s people know . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~4~'k~d his 1971 Super Beetle iu Well designated by roadsigns i ,, . ,, . uanyon 10 [ne+laOWlp.E~lglallll~dliU. 
what the term slashburnmg means there are many questiojns, ,. ~,,+:,~,~,,,, ~+,+ *~*++,*+~ .,~ ....... , ~.k ~, +;;,+ ,, 
as to how and why it is done : < ' 1+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :~ '~+ " ~ r " ~i ~ .  . . . . . .  . . . .  .... , ~" ............ +.':  ~+ : +%?++L ! ~ ' ; ~ 
• ln basic terms "slash burning" is the act Of purposely setting B ~ w e d  f r o m  t h e  c h o i c e s t -  hops  
fire to ]egged-off areas. It is a "scienoe." It has to be done at " . 
precisely the right time, with wind, humidity, and other weather 
conditions inmind. And the job has tohe done by highly trained a n d  ~ a n d  p o r e  . s p H ~  ~ t e P  
and well qualified men. Because of the stable conditions 
required for slash burning smoke can be a nuisance as there are , ," ~. 
no high winds to help disperse it and smoke builds up in the 
valleys. 
These "slash burn" fires, as the very name indicates, are 
designed to get rid of the ve.ry danl~erous flash fuels and to a 
lesser degree the larger branches, snags, unmerehantable logs, 
and all other unuseable material left in the wake of a logging . 
operation. 
In the mature and overmature stands we are now logging, 
waste residual is high and it is not economically useable trader 
present market and development conditions. This will change, 
but not until sometime in the future. 
Of'course there is some understandable objection to smoke 
I caused by slash burns. The Forest Service and the forest 
industries do not like it either...but at~the present ime, there 
appears to he no alternative. . 
Some people link slash burn smoke with the air pollution 
problem, usually just because it can be seen. Experts in. the 
field admit the contribution of slash fire smoke to the overall 
problem is almost infinitesimal when compared to the invisible. 
fumes coming from exhaust pipes of vehicular traffic . . . . .  
And it is interesting to'note the need for.slash burning has been 
so evident that this activity has been exempted from air 
pollution controls in Washington and Oregon. 
If anyone comes up with a better, more practical and 
economical method of disposing of logging slash, we will 
welcome him with open arms. 
Let's look at the "why" question. / + 
The revsons for slash burning'are many and varied - and here 
are some of them: 
Slash burning can be controlled'-, inboth intensity and in area f 
covered. Such operations are conducted by trained and 
qualified men of either the Forest Service and or industry, ) 
during a relatively short period late in th e summer or early fall 
-- when proper Weather conditions prevail. ' 
If logged-over areas are not subject o Controlled burning 
inevitably lightning, human carelessness or other causes will 
ignite them - presenting far greater blazes, endangering 
surrounding areas (and quite possibly human' lives), and 
creating tremendously greater smoke problems. 
And don't forget that fighting forest fires 'in an expensive"'  
business- an expensive business paidfor by the people of British 
Columbia, , : :  
Slash burning paves the way for fasier' more efficient and  , 
• more productive refores,lation measures, Seedlings ean be 
planted easier and faster. They Will~ grow quicker and 
-- -~, straighter not havingto fight their way through a Langlenf-~. 
-~  : snags, brancbes and Other suifocating debris, They will haw a 
~'~ ~ head start and better survival chance :in growth competition" 
, . .  with bush dnd other non-useable three .specieS: ' '  .~+~.:; .  "i: ;.i 
[ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ L Slash burning practically ellmlhateSa~iyinsect.hazard which . . . . .  • . , . . . .  - 
, ' t . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ~ ' ;  ' could,be'ex remely harmful to;adjacent timber::: . : .  : :  I I  ' l  _ I " I I  _ ! ~ .o  i .  mint , . : " '  ,~411 .> 
~ ~i  :. The,bad~ aspeet'ofslash burning~ih:theopinionlofSome:= : . ~ 1 1 ~ . + ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ .  " ~ [ ~ l + l ~ l ~ l ~ d l [ ~ l ~ ~  ` +. 
namely. +reiiti0,:of;smoke, is far outv)+lghed by" its benefits." I w~=~lB~Vl l  m I IqK~ ~ []  ~ [ ~ , ~ ! ~  •+~ ; 
~ ' ~ ) i  ~ Research has praved this. ; ) / :  :G  ~ +::~+, +i:+3: .... + . . . .  . N v !' 
7 - -  .~  ' ' • It is the. only practical'and econoidlcal methed+e kzmw +f to"  : Welcome+to the taste 'of Heide bern  SO br inht  'so i iv , , I , ,  " - , -b+i ' - f  -L  +f '  +::+ 
' ' ' • dsitte't&.d~S~eo~f resldae..after !°g~.~ I~': )i::: i'+:i ~ ;':i~;;';::ii.:!bi" ~. f lavour , ! t  b r ings  more en loyment . to  ~our dr in~n~ .p leasu ' r~:~H'e ld~ib '~ ~l-d '~ i~. ` 
• .,' + . t is.? pea, l ..e~pe,~ me~'aay:, w!n; come+ wnen, l i~W!li.:'+..., brewed: f rom+only  the best; ingredients,  .The f inest  go lden +barley mal t ,  the  ;' 
economtcauy teasmietouseall matermi now classitjea as sJasn cho ices t  Canad ian  and hinh nr lme Ha l l " r t *u  he,,,= =.,4 . , , ,  . . . . .  ~.,i.,, ,,.,+.l.+, ',, 
• This objective Is a rn+jor part of our close u t i l i za t lonpo l i cy . . . .W=fev  + 'c + 5 . . . . . .  i' >: 
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D AY 
O-MORROW IS OUR 
THESTORE IS FULL OFVALUES'  
FRIDAY AUGUST 20 ;ONLY' 
We Reserve  The Right To Limit Quantities 
Maple,,,. Oones 4 Per1.44 
Bridge Mixture 
l: lb, B+p~g 2 For1 .44  • , ,. . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ha&spray ,or ,Men 
7 OZ. Command . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44 
Shaving Creme 
11 oz. Aqua Ve l ,a  " 2 .o,1.44 
• F reeze  Pops +0 For1 ,44  Anti Perspirant 
Ba ishmal iows  Woolworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . .2  ~or l .44  
• oas,ed~ocoanu, " 3 ' 'o r i ,44  Head & Shoulders 
,., o,,ube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 ,o4.44 
Dress Hose 
Mens ~,sstd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Work Seeks 
Mens Wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 .o~1.44 
2',o4.44 
T-Shirts "¢olok'ed. 
Red,  b lue ,  go ld  G . reen  . S,  ~ ,  L .  
I~  PermaPrest " .  . . . . . .  : . . . ' . . . , .  - ,1.44,. 
/ : .  • +:~ • . - . . . .  -. 
Nexzema 
.ez ,ar ......... ................... 1,44 
S,S, Shid. 
~ons ,eroa Pres, ,. .................... 1,44 
Oreme Hair +h,... S,ins 
Remover 4 OZ. Pressere c. .  . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .44  
I i ++; i++ i! ii  ii+ii; 
++& 
~:  
d.  
j . . .  ;.?5 
" j 
~',+:, .:::~ .... :',.+.4- ' ;  ,,; ~'  ,~,..:~+;:~ " ,..<:,.+ ..-' :!; .-. -.+:+ 
• Boys Flare Pants Poly'eslerCotl0n t 'A ,~ 
Blue, Green, Gold & Red - Size 4- 6x . . . . . . .  • euuluml 
Shids Bo,s Perrna Press She, +,eeve 144 
Size 4.6]( (Limited Quantities) . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . ............. Bath OHBeads . . . . . .  ~*+, . T :• ; ' . * I | I+)  ,A~. l .+ i ! .+1~ - ,  t ) t  .'~+ ~* ,+t~t i~ i!'+t p '~ ' I+ , .  + t ; ' . "  t t  
~ 44 ' I I  " +;  1.44 ,.D.S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ..... 1, ndershuds . . . . .  '+" ;  ++ 
!!Dafli':0ii '• •+' ~ •~ 1.44 
, so.iq. B.o,. . . . . . . . . . .  i..1'44 Terry Jumpsuit 
+ 1,44 Girls Short Size 4.6x . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  . . . .  
Shampoo - 2 For1,44 
Breck Basix TextuL'izing " ... 
00t lon  
Perca le  P r in led  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .4~o4.44 
Mouth  Wash 
colgale. 12 oz. Bollle . . . . . . . . . . .  2 "er l ,44  
Roll-On 
Ban Anti Perspiranl Large . . . . . . . . . . .  1,44 
h ' : s ed Rayon .+1.1,44 Toothpaste 
SolidLColo r "~'...'" ; ~'. ~ . .  ; .' .~... .. 
+ " :  " ' : ' " "+ +" ' "  " ' " Crest  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  2 , - 1 , 4 4  • ., ::-~' ..... -~ :  
Br, ushed NYlon;,; +. / ! ,  , ,  
,r/.,+ ::. :~.!., : ~¢.~::+~.: :. : +..+. , .,., Listerine ' 
• .Ha i r  Spray 
B~ih :Ma{s  + Sud,e, o , , , ,  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  ;2 ,o r i ,44  
+i .* ,+'  .... 1 ,44  Mi r ro r  
" : .~+: " . c0sme+e. . . .  " :  " 1.44 
; " +•- . t ' . . -  
To.I; -++- 
d Oream 
perSoi l  ,. :...'... 2 ,or 1,44 
. . . . . . . .  bes  s~,~ 
," . ; , .  - . . ,  .~.. ,., ~ ,~ .~, :  , .+* , .  , ;  , ;  ..,. . . . .  * '. 
l i tohenTO Oaneite . ,pas  ,+,,,,,o 
Coffee. Pattern" ',; .,, , .  
'"'t' Y.  " ;.. ',~'..,'~,'r ~',,. ,, '~.~,.-~ ," ~;~. .';, i'. " 
~d"o~'+ufcl°o°'" t;'"" ;';"~ ;*"+ ";'; .B , , ; , :1 , ,44 .  L ,P , ;  Reeord i  ......i;,., 2 ,o ,1 ,44  
/ L ' "  
~+!;  .. . . . . . .  - .... . . . : . .~- . .  -~  r , : , , . "~ 
....,...;,.;. + . .+ . .  +. ~ ;ph- , ,ex . . / . ,~ '  . . . . . . .  
P" Oases " +' '1 . . . . .  H'  | 
. . . . . . . .  '++°~+'  ; ' ° , :  ' " . ' :  " + '~ ' ' ; ' ° * ' ,~ I I ' FO~ l iPS ' "  
:': i :%"  ';i, : '.'+ . + 
Gotten ShOrie Gir ts  T rupres t  " 
Variety of colors Size S.14. " 2 ,o r  I ,44  
Skids 
Girls Cellos Perma Press Size ...... 1 .44  
Rug.Runner .  - • ' " 
o~il, ,.........,..., + .::i;:i,~,. !~:::.i . . . . . .  .... 
" k .  
f 
Terry Tops 
Girls " Sleeveless & V-Neck Size 8 -14 1,44 
Slack Set Be. Wash n'Wear 
Solid color shirt and plaid panls . . . . . . . . . .  1 n44 
Pyjamas i Culottes 
Avar ie tyo fco ' t ton  ForG i r l s  dlk6x . . . . . .  1,44  
Bieuses 
• 144 Girls 2-3x Cotton long sleeve Size 2.3x II 
T-Shids 
' .1,44 Asst, of Perma Press short sleeve . . . . .  
Running Shoos  •• ;. i:.:i•il.44!~; I 
• i ldrels Low Cut 'Sizes • i1.3] , . . . ,  
She . .  - . ,  Running es -
1,44 Teens in Yellow.coral'& green . . . . . .  , ,  
2 1,44 ..... :k t l  Packages & Whi te  For • " ' L ' P :~ ' m m . 1% " "" :r :r:,~ " . t 
S l ipp  " " . . . . . . .  ~ " 
,,va,,a 1144 Boys Corduroy Size l-S ; . . .  ~':i•,.i~i'~*i .•. :- . : i  :1,44 
Intoors Long sleeve nyJon . . . . . .  '.; . . . . . . . . .  1 44 
!:PhenteX ...... ' ..... " 
,,,,.,;,, p+:. ......... .;i• 3'orl,44 
r - - ' i ' .  ~ -~ '~ '  
EA 
X • •" 
• L ' " • ". 
i • ~ ,I"= " ;~ 
4 
.+ '•  
Bra "o.%Bikini Set +. .  
of F ree  easy  mater ia l  . . . . . . . . . .  | ~ "  
• B!,kin!.Briefs. . .. O Per 1.44 
Panty Hose Bolder 
Beige, white, light brown. § .r.1,44 
Bra 
-adie. ,.roa,r.. ................. 1.44 
Lace Bra 
144 Teens Fibre Fit padded . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Bikini Briefs 
,ovet ty  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  2 Per1 .44  
Apache Scarves 
2 For1.44 
Head Squares 
of Best Qualify acetale. .... 2 ,o,1.44 
Ladies Blouses 
• 2 ,orl,44 
Head Squares 
Chiffon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6,or 1.44 
Head Squares 
in-Fall patterns aml colors 2 For 1.44 
Bermuda Socks 
1,44 Of Kroy Wool and cable stitch . . . . . . .  
Waste Basket 
.el+, ................................ 1,44 
Pi l lem 
Ch,p to. ........................... 1.44 
Shopping Bag 2 ,orl,44 
Asst. patterns, (All  weather) 
Lap Trays 
,dea, ,or,ra+ !.44 
Ironing Board Cover 
Teflon coated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.44 
Bath Towel 
Dec. AssI . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  2,0rl.44 
Bar Doll 
,eve., ............................. 1.44 
Ri i  g;~.'" S"~mpoe ~. ' "  . . . . . .  "' ....... +.-,'+' ": ;' 
'B isse,  Aresol . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  [:'i+..+.:i-.'i j ; ~  ' -  
Ooffee Mup 
.u.urous ...+ .......... 2 Perle44 
Drainer Set 
Sink Asst. colors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1144 
Tools 
Ass, . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 For l ,44  
Thermos  Bef l le  L44  
Suitable for school lunch kits . . . . . . . . . .  
Flower Arrangement Kits 
Plastic 
3 designs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2. ,o r1 '44 ,  
~ + 
Inflatable Toys 
waltmsney Feat.res Do.aid 2 144  
Duck, Pluto, Mickey Mouse ' For m 
Tool Set Panty ~ ...... . . . . .  Hose  2 , , :1 ,~ Walt Disney i44  ~ 
::0ne:Size ~ °.. :!.... ; ..... . . . . . . . . .  Pre-Eduealionat Toots by Marx 2 ,o.1: 
HOt;' Pants ' '•. :• 
"'#,,,~:,~,;..:..,..-..-. . ... (. 6 P,. 1 ,44  ' :  " '  ' +' " " e ..... !. ' : .+.2.,~| 
• Squeeze  Toys .  +... ;';:ii:~ .,~+. ;~.. ':::I~:I; I:I 
Binder  i!~{L IIL |.n4~.. 
"~ .InfantsL Rubber . . . .  . • ; . . . . .  . .... , ,'~:;; 
LOose'Leaf Fil ler. : +.: :Te leph0ne .~ ' : '~<;  
2$+isheef ..... ~ . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  Z Fo ; | . l~"~_  ~ ;'+ P,'rlncess Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
o, 0,:  " u.,  l h Rite P . .  ~.! l ing SOtiY~~.~,......~ 
• .2.,orl.44 ~ ++,.+,o, by'la,,.'::. • , , , o , , , , o , ,  , * , , ,  , , , + , 0 ,  . . . .  • , . . .  , ' . . . .  
'  ~'~ ..... :< ••. Fire Enlie~ii '+*~+:''=n ~;;  ; 
• Boys Red Plastil 
+ ~ . *•++' Uonstruol 
:.} 1.44:  " ~: ~ 'i "'+ ; , . o .  , * ,he  ~, 
" '4  " " '--~" 
Reeves Tempo .11 Co lors  .!.': 
,. 4 ' '  : .  
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 " . "  - L . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ? . . . . . . .  "% . . . . . . . .  " _ ! - : /  ' 
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l'art .f the regalia worn by Native Dances at the Potlatch: 
,~imilar masks were used by the War Dance Group as displayed 
i. tlw Terrace Community Centre hy nine members of the 
Va.c,Ntver War Dance Club over the weekend has become a 
.alien-wide sport. Dances seldom vary from tribe to tribe and 
Last week, Aug. 9-13th was 
pet week. The big events were a 
pet show at the Community 
Centre and at Parkside 
Activities of the day included 
films and games as well as 
awards and prizes for all the 
animals. Special guest at the 
Community Centre was a 36" 
boa constrictor along with about 
30 other animals including dogs, 
cats, rabbits, butterflies, 
caterpillars, spiders, turtles, 
frogs, hampsters, gerbils, and 
mice. 
On Tuesday at Kiti-K-Shain 11 
children painted a mural of a 
fibrin while 15 others Visited,the 
S.P.C.A."W~I. a sdavenger'~t~t 
was held followed by an arts 
and crafts session with paper 
mache. During arts andcrafts 
Thursday the children made 
rock sculpture, egg carton 
lotem poles, spool people and 
btood donor posters. 
On Monday the Parkside and 
Uplands children went on a trip 
to Samsom's Poultry Farm. 
Tuesday both had a scavenger 
hunt that went very well. 
Wednesday the children at 
?arkside made animated 
puppets from paper mache-and 
Thursday 12 of the kids went to 
the S.P.C.A. and the rest went 
fishing in the creek. On 
Wednesday Uplands made 
mosaics of pets for arts and 
crafts as well as played 
charades using animats as 
themes. Twenty one children, 2 
dogs and 3 leaders from the 
Community Centre went on a 
nature hike Monday and, 
enjoyed themselves despite the 
heat. Tuesday 39 of the children 
went to the S.P.C.A. to visit the 
animals and Thursday they 
went to Hamers Farm to see the 
animals, returning just in time 
for a water fight. 
Recreation 
Scene 
BY E. PARMENTER 
Highway 
endangers 
wildlife 
The opening of the Stewart- 
Cassiar Highway this fall will 
create added dangers to the 
region's most fragile 
resource...wildlife. 
The opening of the road will 
see substantial traffic directed 
towards the ;Yukon according to 
regional district of Kitimat- 
Stikine directors. 
The wildlife resource in this 
area ineludessach rare species 
as~stone cheep, caribou, and. 
others: ' " ' 
Directors Saldi .If this 
resource.ia robe protected the 
regional district must: prepare 
to safeguard this. resouce " 
The region will combine its 
" current, wildlife Study budget 
with that .of a provincial studY 
group in an effort to obtain 
m~e.d~tehsi~e information. : i  ~. 
, Thestudy will' ]oeate~anlmal 
feed areas, mlgration,l:m!t_e~r~ 
Next week, Wild West Week is 
the last week of playgrounds. 
Special events for the week 
include some of the children 
• going on all day picnics 
Tuesday and Wednesday, 
weather permitting, as well as a 
final get-together F iday at the 
Community Centre for all 
playground leaders and 
children. 
Monday the Community 
Centre playground will be 
making paper macho masks 
and Thursday they will be going 
on a hike and fishing as well as 
making eosturnes for Friday. 
On blonday. Up!ands will •be 
inaRing rock"~dlptures'and 'on 
Thursday visiting the bottling 
works. Kiti-K-Shain will be 
having cowboy and indian skits 
Tuesday a's well as practicing 
plays & making costumes for 
them Wednesday Thursday a 
dying contest will be held in 
preparation for Friday. Water 
fights will be held at Kiti-K- 
Shain also. 
Parkaide will be making 
bows, arrows and Indian head 
dresses on Monday and on 
Tuesday making Plaster of 
Paris totem poles. Wednesday 
all the children will be making 
sheriff badges. 
The evening program kids 
spent last Tuesday nits up on 
Thornhill Mtn. 14 kids and 5 
leaders left the Community 
• ,.. ~ " , .  
.." . t. 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
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II~e Vancouver club has collected tapes from points as far south 
;is Mexico. After Iouring the northern section of B.C. the club 
plans to hold a few engagements onthe Lower Mainland before 
the summer brings their show to an end. 
. ~'~~'~ 
Centre at 5:30 pm and walked 
up to the tree line where they 
camped. After everyone had set 
out their beds and collected 
wood the fire was built and a 
sing song held. Then everyone 
headed for bed with only 3 
leaders going to sleep while the 
2 leaders and all the kids ran up 
and down the mountain trying 
to scare each other. Some of the 
kids who slept on .*.he heather 
woke up to find they had slid 10- 
20 ft. down the mountain which 
added to the excitement as they 
couldn't figure out how they got 
there. After a fantastic 
breakfast of ,, pancakes 
WedrA~sday morning everyone 
continued up the mountain to 
find the lookout ower. 
Unfortunately it was a cloudy 
day and most of the mtn. was 
exposed before the tower was 
found. It was also too cold to go 
swimming. Everyone arrived 
back in town by 5::]0 exhausted 
and very stiff and sore the next 
day. 
This evening is the last day of 
the evening program with a 
dance being held for all the 
regulars. 
This is also the last week of 
day camping at the Kinsmens 
kiddies Camp and it is hoped 
these will continue next year. 
Fortunately there has been 
little rain on the days this 
program has been held. 
ilii~: 
II ....... 
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" " , " ' r ~ ' existing facilities for  hospital,  payments by  the DistriCt 
"Tho.~e meets i obvioual'v :'~ use as originally plafindd when , Muifleilpality ~ Stewart would'., 
strengthened the girls and go't h o sp  i ta  i s  .wer  e heaVeiTdesirableaspect~fthe'~ 
(~,,, ,,,~,,on~,~onared for the conatructed...,where are nurses proposed aevelopment. ' , ~' 
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/ , . .  ,, v,,;,,,~ =old ' ' t- 'ousette said, Every . The 1972 hospital program, 
"='~The"*fun'd " "Was' i also hospital in the district provides including the Stewart 
The  outs tand ing  
performances by Canadian 
athletes at the Pan American 
Games in Call, Colombia, can 
be credited to the Canadian 
Amateur Sports and Fitness 
Fund, Denny Feitch, general- 
Manager of ' the 1973 New 
Westminster.Burnaby Canada 
Summer Games, said today. 
Veitch, who was an observer 
in Call for the first part of the 
Pan Am Games, said the 
Canadian Amateur Sports and 
Fitness, Fund has provided 
funds for better coaching and 
t rave l  to international 
competitions for our athletes. 
"Our athletes gained valuable 
experience from competing in 
meets outside of Canada," said 
Veiteh. "It mas natural prep for 
the Pan Am Games." 
Veitch cited the case of 
British Columbia's three track 
and field gold medalists -h igh  
jumper Debbie Brill, sprinter 
Stephanie Berto ~and long 
jumper Brenda Eisler. He said 
the Fund enabled the three, 
along with eight other girls, to 
compete in meets in Europ e 
three weeks prior to leaving fo r  
Call. 
Veitch also noted that Brice, 
Berto and W.isler were also gold 
medalists at the 1969 Canada 
Summer Caress in Halifax. 
Fastball league 
headsto finals 
As league play came to an end 
this week some exciting and 
well played ball games 
dominated the local fastbalt 
scene. 
A and W received some 
excellent pitching from Ran 
Fawcett and some timely 
hitting from Bill Herbert as 
they defeated Sharpies 
Equipmem 3 to1. Harvey Cox, 
who also pitched a good game, 
took the loss. John's Excavating 
received two-hit pitching from 
Ken Mason as they defeated 
Formal Electric by a score of 12 
to nil. 
Harold Ludditt and again 
Harvey Cox provided some 
entertaining pitching as 
Sharpies defeated Twin River 2 
to 1. These two teams played as 
good a game as has been seen 
this year at Riverside Park'. 
A and W has had a're'm]i'gence 
and all the players eem to be 
playing well. The return of 
Wally Webb to the outfield has 
aided their play considerably. 
The up-set of the week went to 
Kinsmen as they defeated Twin 
River t2 to 4. The Twin River 
team had a total collapse at bat 
and in the field while the 
Kinsmen took advantage by 
playing an exceptionally strong 
game. Kinsmen shortstop Ken 
Ziegler had a fine defensive 
game handling eight chances 
and only committing one single 
error. 
The team that will play in the 
Kitimat invitation tournament 
on Labour Day is in its 
formative stages. A team will 
be selected by manager Jerry 
Schwengler and coach Gerry 
Sarich. Sarich is a bit of a back- 
door coach as the league reps 
initially had selected Frank 
Brown to pilot the squad. Brown 
apparent ly had other 
eommittments and regretfully 
declined the league's offer. The 
players who are listed below are 
requested to be at Riverside 
Park this Saturday at 10 am. 
League play-offs begin this 
Sunday and there should be two 
excellent semi-finals. One 
match-up will be John's 
Excavating and A and W while 
the second will be Sharpies and 
either Twin River or Formal 
Electric. 
The first game is scheduled 
for 5 o'clock Sunday. Each 
semi-final game will be a best 
two out. of three affair.. . . . . .  
• .'! , 
a hot water 
reservoir 
Imagine being able Io 
wash the windows, 
And 'the dishes, 
And the dog. 
And get the whole familY 
through their showers with 
still enough hot water 
left to have a -',;':;~.~,i'-. ~ 
relaxing shower yourself, :~' '!!~; 
As warm asyou lik,elt;, :~ _..~.,~ ,~:.-: 
• Cascade eleolrlc water heater,- i:~' ~i, li!i~!i~' : ' '~ 
The orange Cascade symbol is :your.:,:i:'/.!~ .:~ 
guarantee that the electric waler hea'ier.ha~ 
met the performance and safely i'eq@emen 
I Cascade, available in 12 leading brands~ ',~i; 
Ask your appllance or hdatingdealer. -~; 
'CORONA(~O * ELCO, ENTERPRISE* GENERAL ELEGTRI0* O S,W ' ' 'IARY ,McC ,: 
HOMART * INOLIS * RHEEM * RUU D• ~IKING *JOHN WOOD ~,.ZENITH .. 
- , , ,  . ' . . '  . . . . :  , 
are again showing in Call" 
• Veitch concluded. . 
. . . . .  -" - - -d in -  aceomodation for nurses ,' expansion, Will be placed before responslme ~u~ --,~. ~ . ~. • . . . . . .  h .~a  this ,ast i tle asked the board to petiti0n the public in the form o/', a 
• ,..;,. ,rh=, .nld mt=dnl re_sUits the B.C.H.I.S. for capflaI for regn hal referendum. \ 
. . . . . . . .  ~' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nurses residences, Proposed for Terrace -- 20 
When construction at the additiomal acute beds and 2~ 
Senior Mess Faslball 
League 
standings 
Won 
18 
15 
12 
11 
~o 
6 
0 
John's 
Sharpies 
A&W 
Twin River 
Formal 
Kinsmen 
Allouettes 
Stewart hospital, begins the psychiatric . beds ; a t \  an l 
need for a residence will he  estimated cost Of $1.5 million.~ 
urgenL : For K i t imat  -- 33 tbed ' 
Pousette said that provincial extensi¢n at a cost ~of almost ! 
health officials had told him the $290,000/"( ~- ~ i 
following: FOr I-iszelton, .lO cot ~cute 
B.C.H.I.S. requires that ff at , expansior~ ata cost 0f about\S50 
all possible the total hospital 000. ~ -; ; \ 
property not he charged w i th  If the referendum is passe! 
the proposed mortgage for the all planswil l  go'into effect '~ 
structure. Public information abou[ th~ 
Our investigation shows that referemdum: w|ll soon '~be'., 
Lost the parcel is in fact already disclosed irectors aid. ~ 
2 subdivided and therefore a plot' :, ~ ~, " , . ,- 
6 plan showing the proposed " • ~ ' '. 
8 location of the residence as it CENTENNIAL MEMO - ',The 
10 relates to the hospital and the ' first chut'ch service to be held in 
10. various parcels •will be" Trai lwas conducted by Roy. 
Henry Irwin, an AngliCan; in the 14 • submitted tothe deparmtnet for  Trail l-louse Bar. '~, 
18 approval. 
\ 
Big thirst ? Quench it quick .. 
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by tl~e Government ofBritish Columbia, 
I I 
WASHER AND DRYER SPECIAL Popuior ,peed Oueen Poir Now ot Seeings ut. Eaton's 
2-Year  Par ts ,  
-Serv ice  
Guarantee  
on  Dryer  
Flexible controls for all 
fabric laundering ; 
Selection of wash .and 
r inse  water  
temperatures as well as 
agitation action and 
spin speed; Three Cycle 
Timer includes durable 
press; This model has 
top line features at a 
budget price; Famous 
Speed Queen exclusive 
stainless steel tub. 
" Litetime Guarantee 
,379,9S 
Choose: 
Harvest Gold 
i~Avacado 
: Or. White . 
" r "  . 
:,// \ 
AUGUST 19, 1971, 
C,-O~' TO +TO WN ~/ITH FASHION • 
At left is an  evening dress  and shawl in 
xvhite open-weave Brit ish lambswool  
cloth, decorated with drawn thread-  
~vork and fr inging. Des igned by Gi l l ian 
1Manley of the G loucestersh i re  College 
of Art  and Design.  On the r ight  is a 
"( , :  
dress i n  Br i t ish ~v0ol Swaledale cloth, 
decorated with bra id  and bead era- 
• broidery.  Waistcoat  in Welsh tweed, 
with laced front.  Des igned by  F iona 
,Crabbe of : the G loucestersh i re  College 
of Art  and  Design.  
Sensible: diets should 
include lots of 
whole fruit ypurself. To section 
the citrus, first wash and dry 
the fruit. Use a ~harp knife to 
remove the rind and white skin 
over a bowl to save the juice. 
Pare the citrus around and 
around so cells are exposed. Cut 
into the membrane toloosen the 
section. Remove each section 
earefully. For school, just 
transfer the citrus sections to a 
wide mouth vacuum bottle for 
easy spooning out. Speaking of 
It seems that teenage girls 
are always on a diet of some 
kind. The beginning of the school 
year usually means meeting 
new friends, holiday parties and 
a whirl of scoial activities. To 
help her look her slim, at- 
tractive best you'll want to 
make sure she continues to eat 
sensibly -- and that means 
avoiding those crash "star. 
ration" diet binges that could 
harm health and appearance. 
One great way for her to 
maintain a sensible • diet is to 
include plentyof citrus. Teens 
just love the taste of orange and 
SHADES OF 1930 
things.easy ~ make a habit to 
include a packet or two of 
premoistened towelettes inyour 
daughter's lunchkit. They're 
great-  for cleaning and 
refreshing before or after meals 
when soap and water aren't 
handy. 
For added mealtime variety, 
include a vegetable melange. 
Fill a plastic hagwith assorted 
cherry tomatoes, celerysticks, 
earret strips. 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
i~,i~ii~ Scientists i+ 
++i!++exper~ment +! GO+RDO+N & ANDERSON+ 
in storms 
Government hurricane 
scientists feel reasonably 
confident hey can a],ter the 
fury Of ~hese destructive 
storms by seeding with silver 
iodide, but not 'confident 
enough to put the theory to 
merethan  experimentaF 
practice. Tld~s year's,l~oject 
Stormfury watch, like those~of 
the last A0 years, will con- 
castrate on uncovering more 
of the secrets: of the storms. 
If any seeding is done under 
actual storm conditions, itwill 
be done only against those 
hurricanes which are given 
less than a 10 per cent chance 
of being •within 50 miles of 
sho~e within 18 hours after 
seeding. That precaution tells 
much about he uncertainty of
• officials of the NatiOnal 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 
']'he main problem is that no 
one can predict for certain 
what course a seeded storm 
may have taken had it net 
been seeded. How, then, to 
judge whether seeding does 
diminish the • destructive 
power of the storm? Officials 
point to hurricane Celia, 
which caused nearly a half 
"billion dollars in damage in 
1970. That storm, intensified 50 
percent in the 12 hours before 
it struck land. 
"'If we had seeded it,'; ob- 
served bne scientist, "and it 
had intensified like that, we 
never could have convinced 
people we didn't cause it." 
Possibly they would have 
had trouble convincing even 
themselves they were not 
responsible. 
Big fish 
captures prize 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Walter 
Lucy of Coquitlam, B.C., landed 
a $25,000 fish Sunday. 
Tbe catch was a spring 
salmon that weighed an even 34 
pounds, making it the first.prize 
winner in the fourth British 
Columbia salmon derby. 
Sharing the prize with Lucy is 
F O ~  ~s buddy, Ken Hollah~ a~o of 
grapefruit sections, and they're CoquLtlam, whose boat they 
the perfect diet food because scarves  w.~..,., 
.they're low in calories, high in, +,' ,++ ,~, '~ ,u~; ,J., ,, ~,~•, ~+, ~  . . . .  •+,+  :'' " ' : '~ 'J " ;"' i ' ~ ' ~ :. . . . .  , " ' ' ffe~land was steering the boat 
~i:mXly~building. atural yitami~P~.~p~ ~, .~,nv ;1  . . . .  ++n-.~-u, A + LA. .1 .  just off Gibsons,.north of, ,Van.. 
7 . and c onta!n a suffnc]ent l l l ,¢ l~r~t , ' lU~l t~-U~l~71~ ..... +'~+-'~+,+"~'"~+-.~.,~'m~,r,a~th~',_.enLP.~+~t++J~+t:. 
', mount ol namraz sugar [or + ~otma, waerrthe34.pounderwas .; - NEW YOBK (ALP) The fox leaving the haute eouture hooked. quick energy starts. Orange and -- - 
scarf of the 1930s, complete with business for ready-to-wear.. Lucy was using a lucky Louie grapefruit sections, because of dangling paws and tail, has" 
their relatively high fluid made a fashion comeback int he Galanos presented a large plug with 30-pound test line and 
collection-of 170 pieces priced wire leader. content give you a satisfied collection of James Galanos; from $695 to $2,000. The  sec0nd.place fisherman 
feeling without actually filling Galanos howed the furs The '30s 10ok figures was Dutch Rohrer of Seattle, 
you up ,so  you're less apt te Tuesday over the stroller suit .prominently in the evening with a 32-pound, l~-ounce. 
succdmb to the temptation of which has a fingertip.length dresses between-meal nibbling, the _*: spring/He won a 17-foot cruiser 
downfall of more than one jacket. Fur a]so appeared on - ,~n 
, "iron-willed" weight-watcher. -collars and "cuffs and one BI~ITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY FOR THE+ elegant brown+ coat had fur 
• You can pick up chilled' sleeves . . . .  PREVENTIONOFCRUELTYTOANIMALS:.. 
orange and grapefruit sections The California-based TerraceAnimalShelfer--4S16Haugland 
in the dairy department of your designer appeared undaunted Open "3-6 Mon.- Fri. Week~nds 9-11 
favorite food store or use a by reports that Yves Saint . " " 
kitehen knife'to section out 'the Laurent, iheFreneh deigner, is .Phone635-747S . . . .  
• : ;  - - - I 
1967 Mustang 
~,. H=.,o,,, e,o,,e~. . ....... 1396,00  
1966 Mustang 
+,o. owo+ 1195.00  
.... .,.)..!• ~++~ ; <!• 
i + + - 
Reg. Sale" ~, Reg. Sale, • i 
su~, ~ ,o,~ 7 96 sc.~E. !3.76 + , Accent Color Ca rria 14.2  5 • + 
Green& LaNtern Ool . KITS+36 x 36 4 .7~ ~ ' 
4'60. r4.1§ ' PAPER Various 8 95 ++ SCREEN ' RS Colors • ,KITS, 36 x 48 ~ '5 ; "7~5 " , , DISPENSE . ~ ~ + 
,88  360  3 85  2 ,49  , PAPER -Various 6 SUPER KENtTONE , DISPENSERS 'Colours • (pro-mixed colors only • 
~ad" 
PAPER Various 10.95 .  6 .60  rg 'assCONcRETEsand-&PAINT 3 .55  1+96 DISPENSERS Colors glass grey 
' "Colortread" , 
' PAPER Variou~ 13.50  6 '96  co, c,+++ ~.,,.  ' DISPENSERS Colours 3,55  1 ,96 ,  ~ ~  _ , Glasssand & Glass gre~ 
: THERMOS ~ 
, ~,~ 14 .95  7 ,60 s..cK ~.,~ for lawn chair 198  .49 : 
BREAD .ox ] 6 .75  8 .50  ++,+x ++o,,o+ co . , . , . , . s  ,o oz 2.79  1 '49  L 
, .ox 13 .95  6 ,96  +,,...x STO..G,= co,+.,.E.S .+ o.. 2 .49  1 
. 
VINYL LUNCH KITS 5 ~,9~ PYREX STORAGE . . 
• CONTAINERS 16 OZ. ~ . _ _ . _ ~  1.79  ,99 
REVOLVING SMALL i 
, +,,+s c , ,o+ 3 .98  1,99 ++,,x s+o,,o, ++~ 
~ i ~  CONTAINERS 32 oz. Rubbermaid 2 .19  1119 
I THERMOS PYREX STORAGE 
+s CHICKEN ~ i  s~.~ B.S.,=," 95  2 ,60 ,:,,..,=x STO,,.,+,= • co.+.,..,s ,,oz 1 .39  . 
CAMP STO E ~ ~ - - ~  - - ' " " - - t  ' : ~,+ , , ,  1 .98  i99 1,/, qt. CAKE DISH 1. ,79 : 
I 
FISH ,Pt.  1 25  79 WOODEN SERVING 
~+, . , z~ ,ize • . ~..~w,~ S~.,..~ 1 3 .98  
~ STEEL DISHES 
FISH 8 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  + . . . . . . .  850 FER'TiLIZER Size :~:90  i+ .i~.4.DJS+~ES,'- I!6+ ; ~, ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 98 , 
+.H 4oz .WOO+E.L .F  
$ FERTILIZER Size .59  . TRAYS 5.98  
2.49  1,26  WOODEN SERVING 0.50!  6126 . :  TRAY I , 
VANITY 
CABINET 9 95 4.95 Chrome SERVING J O i ~,,,, . 10,9+5 6 .60  
• KLUNRITE i ~ #"SWITCH"  1 .49  ,75 Memo ~oo,,N c,oo~ 4.  2 .19 :  
i Phillips ELECTRIC 
TOOTHBRUSH 36 95 •18,§0 West Bend • DOUBLE BOILER 1-4 .71  7,60: 
: SILVERPLATE 26,96  - - - - ' I  ' ' CLOCK- Westclox 49 .95  West Bend , F~ ~..  10.39  6 .25  +++ 
S2 PC. DISH SET- 
"Del Rio Pattern 4 5 , 9 5  22.96  West Bend + ~ s,uc+~A, . 7 .50  3,76~+  ! 
I 52 PC. DISH West Be.d 3,99  ++ + 
, SET'Woodside" 39.95  19,91 s~uc, ~., 8.*00 
~ - , ~ I ~ : 
' SET-20 pieces 11,95 6.96 Hallmark ', s.uc,=,+A., ,.t 3.7§ 
) ~ i  _ • ~ _ • 
, CORNINGWAREBulfet 19.  0 95  ':+'"'""' 7.  
~__~ server  ' 5 91 DOUBLEBOILER 15 .95  99,,'+.:I 
,.o +.o,, 1796.00 sedan, one owner ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1969 Cheveile 
Sfalion Wagon V-8 2496,00 One Owner . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  '. WOOD E N GONDOLAS i,. ! SAUCEPANCard+nal I+ +.9 s 
1963 Farp PiOkuP 260,00 ;ASH 4,98. 2,60 ca, i'dinaI FRYPAN " m T + ' r k4 + ~ + 
+~ ++ + i + + + + -- 1"' ' ' '++++ " ' i +  " . . . . . . . . .  ' + '  + ++' '+f  ~ L g ~  ' ;.++. ;i ;ii+i . . . .  i i+~: +i ++; . , SPL IT  Cardinal  • .... : + +. 
lmpa+a ,'dr. H'r., V. ,  + ~ 9OOK ; f lA  . ;i:+. 5 
+.,o, f.,v sower eqo i ,ee .  . . . .  "UUU'VW i . ~. 
969 Bu ,ok  + L . +' + . . . + ' 63  + ' eVrolet +i+ :;  ~ FRO'PAN . •  f L + ~" : ~ ~+ 
E iec l rahasevefYoP l i °n 'dOa~"  l l~f l l  pi:~+++++:~:+;..+.:..i..i.......+.i!++:.++796|00 t BisseII Toy ~.915; .  ~ 9160 / Y + ' ~ ~ ' , 9 ~  
fn¢ludingaircond+!!°nthg"+' . . . . .  u!l~+,,~, .11 . t~ , +UTCHOVEN +:;+ i : I13~195.  + + CARPET SWEEPERS Cardinal ?;:++~ / ;  
. . . . . . . . .  * . . . . . . .  "+  "§ ;GMl} i l  e '  llab ; - ' ' 75~5'  + + -  . . . .  . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : -+O'0"  1969 6Me llandl.Va,+ +/  1 r + 'm ) Coleman . . .  . . _ . _ . : _u_  ~ ~ + .  - - ' - - .  Cardinal if>'+ 
++yl. New ,ain,; onl;{. ...... ~ ++ r i~1;O~ '+~ +ul lYequ i+Ped;  + + + : ~ ' m I ~ O ~ + n ~ ~ 1_+ _ /ms  mi l s_  111 , ,  ~ + + ,  ,1 : . . . . . . . .  ' m SAUCEPAN ++ . . . . .  "r: 1' + ' '1~ . ' . . . . . . .  
191000+mlle+ : . . . . • i . . . . . ; . , . ' ; , l i i l l i  , ail+hea;Ydu+Y i ..... . .+ .+I . . . : . . I . I++I+GU~IUU i Co leman • ' :  q+a+'r]%4 ' ~m ~119~: Cardinal  •! /•;. :  ` i i. i; i: ; 
" I  9"8 '  ' V ' '+ ' I I ' ; '+  'k~+'~ fk r' + "J+lk +++ ' '11"~+"  " 1963 Ford  +" '' 1''' + ++kS 11 r + . + + + ' m PICNIC JUGS++:" / '+  ;2 ;~ +14~ DUTCH OVEN;++';+~;++/.: ; ~ ~ + ;  ++  _. i+ + |96 :  
Station wagon ), ++" .+:i.::t';.+;:+.ii;:..:~..: IOUU,  mUU O:g  ~e ' SCREEN i l / i~  ~'+1' 
+*++'n+ i i ; : : .  .... ++v,vu  ' ~,- ,+x , .  .... ++ ; + i 2 • " + CARTS' " ? + '11" /+~"+ : ~ ~i  r+k 4~'++j' 
k lWap 11  : ;+  + + * +:*:+++* :  ;: ~ + ... K'TS++:+++++:2~95 i " '  s "  S " AM 'GO ~ "'k: ~1"+ '  r~ '" '%d J ~q" ~' ;~?+ !987 1ioi , +++i :' ++ : O1[ i ln  196i  0hevrolat + ~ ~ ~ • • +' + ...... ...... 
- - . +  +++ ++,.,,. + • + + + + +  • + !96 .00  ' ' ' ' X m4 " + . . . . . .  ' " ~ IT  : * . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . + . .. . . . . . . . .  4 t + : + ++ 11 ~. .  [. +~ : r , . . . . .  ~ ~ . ely + .f, = . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,+~, +:~ ~,  :~ + ,. +;+  + ,++~+  .11, +++(+: t.. ++ ~ _ :+ .+ '  ;.u . . . .  
. Ik ..+. + . . . .  ~ + + +r +,, • + p : 11 q. V . , ' " %+ •+ ~ 1~ + ' ~ ..... ~ . . . . . .  % ¢q +. . . . .  + +, ++++~ +' k+ q { X 
~ 11 +  T B E R E A R E~'+V : . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ + + 11 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " + + " :' "% +" '+~ : + :++ ' ~1 ~ +: '' + 11 ' +++'1 ' 1~'++~ "; '1~ +++  + "+ ' ' :i i " , " f K ' T + + + 'SC 'R  E '  + " + +++'' ~1 :+  + 4 ;  . . . . .  + X 30~ " +' ~ + +: ' ~' +;~ %' ~ ~ +r  !3 ,75  + 2,76  95A5 ' 111 i9~'~:~ E~R5~0 OTHER USED CARS &.TRUCKS TO CHOOSE FROM 
+ ' .+ AND ALL:+HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO+CLEAR.  +: 
,' ~1530 G I E IG  ;iAVr=;; :++;i I 
CAM P i'~'i  
STOVES~i,  <: 
on 
' " " I L ; + ~ I . . . . . . . .  "+ i ~ . . . . .  " " ~ + + ++ *I :~+++*L" I+ *+ + ...... .  ' ~ + + ~ +  + ~  
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l-'lanning to settle in this area are Mr. and Mrs. 
David Brooks and children, Donald, 12, Jim, 11, 
Judy, 9, and Shelley nearly 3, who arrived Saturday 
from Two Hills, Alta., in this 60 cwt. 1943 Chev. 
They bought the vehicle 10 years ago for $600 when 
it had 790 miles on it. It now has 22,887 miles 
registered and he has never had any fiat tires or 
engine trouble in that time. 
3 
a7i  
Maple Leaf 
stamp issued 
Twenty-six million stamps 
depicting .the maple leaf in 
autumn will be issued by the 
Canada Post Office on Sep- 
tember 3rd. The seven-cent 
• stamp measures 24ram by 
40mm 
This is the.:ithird of four 
special stamps designed by 
Alma Duncan of Galetta, On- 
tario, for' the series "~aple 
Leaf in Four Seasons". 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C.. 
Lunar . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.d rockhou Mo==  who :;' * took the fun out of driving? ? . ,  , . 
Scientists around the world That's the question six Win- 
Forest fire danger 
decreases in province 
VANCOUVER (CP)--British 
Columbia fire fighters Tuesday 
received some relief in their 
battle against growing forest 
fires--with more favorable 
weather in the Kamloops and 
Prince George forest districts 
and word that the army was 
joining the fire lines in the 
Nelson district. 
The Candian Forces provided 
12 four-wheel-drive hicles and 
36 men for fire duty in the 
Nelsonareaof southeasternB.C., 
which continued to be the major 
trouble spot. 
Eight trucks were sent from 
Chilliwack, B.C., and four from 
Calgary to provide transport to 
remote fires not accessible to 
regular vehicles. 
Sixteen new fires brought the 
total in the Nelson district to 
123. The fire hazard remained 
high to extreme. 
Improvements in the weather 
led the B.C. Forest Service to 
lift campfire restrictions in the 
Prince George and Kamloops 
districts. 
Five new fires were reported 
in the Kaznloops district, in the 
southern interior, with lightning 
the major contributing factor. 
The district had 207 fires and 
the fire hazard was moderate to 
high in the northem-Cariboo 
area but high' to extreme in .the 
south. 
In the Prince George district, 
69 fires were burning, two of 
them new overnight. 
looked over  the shoulders of 
David Scott and James I rwin ' 
and shared their wild ex- 
citement and enthusiasm as 
they hopped about on the 
moon collecting what they 
called "fantastic" rock 
specimens. 
Even non.scientists cottld 
not help but be caught up in 
their explosive enthusiasm, 
punctuated by exclamation 
after exclamation -- "'What a 
beaut! .... This is superb!" and 
many just plain "Oh boy!" 
Then the clincher, "Guess 
what we've just found?" Scott 
nipeg university students 
spent tw~ months asking of 
Manitoba r9ad engineers and 
government OfficialS. The an- 
swer came back as driver, re, 
hicle and roadway, but it was  
the last area they were "pri- 
marily interested in, 
As Connie , Backhouse, 
leader of the investigating 
team, explained at a Canada 
Conference of Young Drivers 
meeting in Montreal, much 
remains unknown about the 
vehicle and driver. 
But a great deal of research 
has been done on how to build 
THURSDAY, AUGUST l 
Who ook the fU. OUt of d, 
safe,  efficient.roadS, The  why a"driver may be'  
problemis'thet~ highway de- o f f : the: road . . .  roi 
signers aren't pitying atten, ':~ areas shojLtld, be suffk 
tion. . . . .  . : clear Of obstructions t{ 
: Armed with. un'~:'Opp0rttmi. ~ him an opporlunity t0!l 
ties for Youth grant oT $4,300, a 
Connie and five other girls the lives of himself av 
pored through studies ,o and 
films onroad design provided 
by U.S. government depart. 
ments and agencies, road spe- 
cialists and insurance associa. 
tlons. 
• Their 43-page report con- 
cluded that there is "a wide- 
spread neglect of fundamental 
safety practices on Manitoba 
reads.'.' 
RUN OFF ROAD 
"Regardless of the reason 
control of  his car and to, 
passengers." , 
A litUe digging through 
cident files showed that 1 
vehicles ran off the road 
hit fixed objects in Mani~ 
in 1970. Property;~damag~ 
Metro Winnipeg for this I 
of accident, alone, tot~ 
$321,100. 
A drive along Winnip 
Waverley Street indlcato 
total of 1,585 roadside hn:~= 
within a five-mile stretch. 
said to Irwin, "We've found 
what we came for - you 
better believe it!" 
It was like watching a gold 
prospertor discover the 
mother lode, or children 
finding their first agates on the 
beach. Scientists, snapping 
pictures of the television 
monitors, could hardly con- 
tain themselves. One said it 
wa~ like looking over the 
shoulder of Charles Darwin 
while he collected specimens 
during the voyage of .the 
Beagle that charted new 
worlds of evolutionary. 
thought. 
Both Scott and Irwin. are 
superb geologists, able to pick 
up the important rocks and 
discard the lesser ones. One 
scientist said either astronaut 
could qualify for a doctorate in
geology. 
L I I 
, When you  
don't know who. 
.to turn to . . .  
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
B.C. Lion fortunes 
VANCOUVER (CP') --.Coach 
Eagle Keys is counting on a win 
for his British Columbia Liens 
in tonight's Western Football 
Conference game against Ed- 
monton Eskimos, and the out- 
come could hinge on the toe of 
punter-turned-place kicker Ken 
Phillips. 
A victory would put B.C. 
alone in second spot behind Cal- 
gary Stampeders, and the Lions 
would still have at least a game 
in hand over the other three 
WFC clubs. 
Phillips established himself 
as a place kicker I0 days ago 
when he replaced Ted Gerela. 
He promptly kicked five field 
goals in five attempts ~ as the 
Lions won their first game of 
the season, 29-16 over Winnipeg 
The question is whether Phil. 
lips can repeat his performance 
before a home crowd. 
" I t 's  always tougher at 
home," says Phillips. 
Further rekearch indical 
that if all necessary obsta( 
such as a lamp post were 
feet back from the roadsi 
some 80 per cent of eollisi, 
involving fixed objects woi 
be dvoided. l 
Those obstacles which cd 
not be moved should be 
signed to break away~i 
yield to the vehicle or at lea 
reduce force of impact. 
Guardrails, light ~:po~! 
ditches, overpass concre 
supports~ bridge ~eomtructi, 
and trees are all roadside ha 
0rds. 
i i [ • 
i ' 
WHEn 
You'Re 
i " 
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TERRACE TRAILER COURT 
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Come and visit us 
We have for your convenience 
- Quiet  Treed Location 
• Close to Downtown Terrace 
" ,<  . 
-C lose  to Schools 
- Landscaped Lots " * 
-Paved Roads and Drive, 
- Underground Wiring: 50to  200  ::AMP se . . . .~= 
Street Lights 
. . .  , . • , 
- City Sewer, Water  and Garbage Collection 
. HAVE SPAOES FOR DOUBLE-WIDE MOBILE- ; OME  AVAILABLE]I| 
f 
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TERRACE BUSINESS PERSONALITY OF THee WEEK 
VISIT 
• The glue Bottle 
arts & orafts 
PAINTINGS - POTTERY , WEAVING 
1714 QU'EEHSWAY TERRACE 
635-6632 • * . , . 
O 
WIGHTMAN & 
SMITH 
LIMITED 
Real Estale & General 
& Life InsuranCe 
4611 LAKELSE AVE. TEL. 635-6361 
TERRACE I B,C. 
TERRACE'S SENIOR 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
Member of Northwest 
Real Estate Board 
@ 
6raoo 
Fell 
Florist 
Phone 635-6939 
4601 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
® 
The Blue Bottle 
You've redecorated your weekends, Charlotte'1sla'nds'have mobiles 
house and the cut glass candy They decided that a ~better and weavings hanging from the 
dishAuntMarthagaveyoufora location would provide more r~fters above the unusual 
wedding present just doesn't display area for the artists and 'ceramic animals percbed en a 
make it anymore, a more" noticeable spot for shelf beneath. 
What to do? .tourists passing through, So There are baskets 
Visit The Blue Bottle Arts and they've cbosen a place overflowing with embroidered 
Crafts on Queensway. Try a alongside the Volkswagen pillows and purses and hexes 
piece of Raku pottery by'Tess dealership on Hiway 16 Eeat "shining with the wares of Ernst 
Fenger of Terrace or an When time and wcather perrnit, Reimanhof of Kitimat who 
original landscape in oil by W, an A-frame structure will rise specializes in copper enameled 
Schweitzer of Smithers. on the property. With the jewelry Beside a soft light on 
The Blue Bottle exists to expanded space Deirdre hopes the back wall the enormous 
promote the work of B.C. artists to invite artists to set-up a eyesofanative'childstarefrom 
and craftsmen, and to provide s special show for weekends and a painting on velvet by JoBo. 
place where peoplecan choose a be there to talk about heir work Deirdre reports that the Batiks 
unique item at a moderate to the visitors 0f tha Blue Bottle. by JoBo are the most popular 
price, item in the shop. 
Dick and Deirdre Collier took She also plans to stock a But many prefer a smoothly 
over ownership of the shop in - series of books on B.C. Wildlife, rounded vase by Phyllis O'Neil 
Thornhill ' in  January of this, posters and art books, of Terrace, or perhaps ome of 
year mainly as an "art the'beautiful beadwork done by 
appreciation", as Deirdre puts But all this lies in the future, the ffative ladies around 
it. Until then Deirdre worked as For now thereis the interesting Hazelton and Mrs. Bourelle. 
a nurse at Mills MemOrial, but and colorful ittle cottage where From as far south as 
how she finds that the shep and Sylvia Johnson's abstract Vancouver, come Water Colors 
her own home vnd family keep paintings and collages provide a from Dr. Asantes ister-in.law. 
her well vctupied. Dick modernistic" contrast to And over from Salmon Arm 
bowevm, continues at Schweitzers . . f a m i i i a r comes Harold Humphries, a 
Twinriver Timber and sssisting landscapes; where John and gifted artist who contributes 
Deirdre evenings and on Jennifer Davies of The Queen oils, water cplors and wood 
carving to the Blue Bottle. 
Tess Fenger 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 
• " " ~  
COLUMBIA  AUTO HAus ,  ' . . . . .  " 
Higllway 16 E. at River. Dti - :~" * "~ '"' ~;:' 
Terrace, B.C~ 
Sales: "; Service 
EMIL JANDA " R()LAND OBST ~ " 
Phone 635.5844 Phone .635-5717, 
THORHHILL ELEOTRIO 
• : 
& PLUMBING 
]~C '~~IAL  
~ ~ ~ S T R I A L  
Free Estimates 
RIVER ROAD 24 HR. SERVICE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-5041 
TRUING " 
BALANOING 
SHOOKS ; 
"ALIGNMENT 
. •  - ) 
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T IRE  STORES 
915 CLARK RD. AT HWY. 16 EAST 
USE YOUR PH. 635-5500 
CHARGEX ASK FOR KEN 
ileyoue~i~>i~~~iii]~i~..~:!.d[ere.ett, ~ ; Hou.se 0' Sim-0.,SSets ~ ,i~: ' : ~' - t ... • , ,, .~,,i~.:,;~,~ ;~-".'; ~. , . .  . . . . . .  
'~ J~~i~ ':" "~6fll 'entlC Indlan Arts :  & crafts.  ~: 
YOUR MOST PREOIOUS POSSESSION OWG WO,K CLOTNE~ ~. 
"Apex Prescription Optioal .ux~oo,~.,~,, -,o , . t  ,! 
4650 LAKELSE .... 3 miles West of Terrace on Hwy 16 4621 Lakelse Ave 635-6143 -" 
LOCALLY  OWNED AND OPE.RATED 635-2421 W. Kalum Road- 635-6465 
tL  • HUNTING AND FISHING GUIDES 
m 
" WATERBEDS . i i i i  ~S NOR'PINE HOMES ""':' ":~~:>~'~!"::~~'" Bobert ~ Safe Guarante~ for I0 years Ava i lab le  at  
"~aL~ ~ Orthopedic (Ask your Doctor, ~ SAV-MOR BUILDERS CENTRE Ltd .  
,fists ARE NOT l FAD _ .H~.'~-"BHO.~B=,,..~.AC~ 
t~P lk~/  come try it a t  " ~ 4827 Ke i th  Ave .  635-7224 
t have You in mind! The Flatbush Ave. Freigh!er . . . .  "  T errace . . . .  
' ~  4548 LAKELSE Dra f t ing .  
• 4601 Lazelle 635-5544 . . . . .  • Estimating " 
'" Everything That,s Good for Your, Head" " " BlUe Prints . . . . .  
_ - _ | 
-For Variety Doe's Oartap& Storage Oo. Ltd, , MOUNTVIEW , : . . .  
BAKERY LTD n nnnxee " , , ,  ,,, .,. 
' MMMmm S'i'-, .... 
i . o,o ,,.o: ~ ,~ ~ii~0i i 4637 LAZE LL E PHON E 635.(;650 I :.sewing .otions " ,and:::;~ i 
• Cakes DonUts ' , a res  , , 4530 KEITFI " 2723RD ST. - " * " : : . . : , :  .:=.::, ,... 
P ies  Buns  ' 3210'I(ALUM ,635.2812 " 635.2728 632.2544 ::* 463~ KEITH AVE. ":'~' ;"il;i!i!! I',I 
" I ' ' '~  i i i  
~,,*.: ' i -~" *;;"/;" : ,, . HIWAY 16*'WEST'. TERRACE ' . '  '; :" 
Dr ..... J . . . .  ' ' :''' ' " " % . . . . .  '' ~ ' k' ' r k ' : ":" G ra :ere ;i!!~: e ~ w ~ n . ~  
tique Men,s . . . .  eelLenS ,~  " " ' : "  " °' " ° ' - ' * "  
i '~  ~ ' :  . . . . . . . .  - -  - " " ; ; ;~  .' 
Got  T.V. Troubles? 
. . . .  ~.~ .- . "~, ' . .o~f .~ ~ r ~  
SOB . . . .  ' 
FRANK'S 
T.V. SERVICING & - 
GENERAL 
ELECTRONIC REPAIR • 
Phone 635.3715 Anytime! 
SAMSOM'S ~ ' -  
POULTRY FARM 
INSIST 
4508 N. Eby upon Sam som's 
635-2709 Fresh,  home- 
, ,  produced eggs. 
Totem Oar Wash " 
TREAT. . . !  ~ • 
.:  ~,,;q ". ~ . ; . . " r ]~.~. :  ' ~ ' ¸  
N~.|11 ~ ~ 0lOINS. • TICKIrrm,~: 
eTATEMSNI~I  q ly  IDU,O IN I~m , :FC3|  , '~ 
iiumi~,cU.eAn~ O ~vlmu-m="!*, 
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Festival of Forestry 
The "Festival of Forestry, 
which has attracted more than 
one million people to its events 
in four years, celebrates its 
fifth birthday and British 
Columbia's 100th. •year, 
beginning Saturday, August 
21. 
The Centennial Festival of 
Forestry will run from then 
through September 6 with a 
host of activities relating to 
the forest industry of British 
Columbia. 
Outstanding highlight of the 
Festival is the Loggers' Sports 
Show at the Pacific National 
Exhibition. 
North American cham- 
pionships, including log 
birling, axe throwing, speed 
climbing, hand and power 
sawing, single and double 
handed bucking, underhand 
and horizontal chopping, etc., 
will be contested during the 17- 
day PNE event. Contestants 
will be shooting for $30,000 in 
prize money. There are three 
shows, Monday through 
Saturday, and two on Sun- 
days, no admission charged. 
The popular Loggers' 
Breakfast will be held in the 
open parking lot at Brentwoed 
Shopping Centre, Burnaby, 
Saturday, August 28, from 9 
a.m. to 12 noon. 
Another highlight of the 
Festival is the Forestry 
Graduate Congress. In the 
past, the Festival has spon- 
sored university forestry 
graduate students from all 
parts of the world to study the 
forestry operations in British 
Celumbia. To date, students 
from 43 countries have at- 
tended the Congress. 
This year, the Congress is 
inviting 22 students from three 
B.C. universities - - UBC, SFU 
and Victoria --  to a five-day 
study of. environmental 
forestry. The tour, this year, is 
unique in that only one 
forestry student will be in- 
volved. The other participants 
in the Centennial Congress 
~ i l  come from the various 
faculties of the three 
universities. 
The Congress will run from 
August 30 through September 
3. The students will attend a 
seminar at UBC 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
August 8, 1865 there was an 
auction of 74 cans of opium 
seized by the British Columbia 
revenue officers. The govern- 
ment earned $290 from the sale. 
The drug was legal in B.C. but 
only when high duties were paid 
for its import. 
Arthur E. Kennedy, the third 
governor of Vancouver Island 
once said there were but two 
dames of people here " . . .  
convicts and those who ought o 
be convicts." 
"ACROSS TIlE NORTllWEST 
Real Estate Insurance Appraisal 
Property Management 
Here is va lue - and we l l  located too 
4839 Olson Sl. - a 3 bedroom well maintained home, 2 full 
balhrooms, oil fired perimeter hot water heating, paved 
drive, combined utility room and workshop, asking $17,500 
with payments of $150 per month. Drive by and see for 
yourself. 
L ike new - Ask inq $26,000- Anxious to sel l  
4914 G air Ave.. 1154 sq. ft., 2 yrs. old, fireplaces up and 
down, wall to wall in living room, dining room and also the 3 
bedrooms on main floor, carport, 85' x 127' lot on attractive 
street and very convenient to school. 
| 
Beaut i fu l ly  appointed 
Three bedrooms on main plus one in full basement. Some of 
the many fealures include wall-wall carpeting throughout 
fireplace, feature wall, sliding patio doors to large sundeck. 
Good location, close 1o schools and downtown. Contact our 
office today for appointmenl 1o view. 
. . . . . . .  w 
3 Bedroom 
Smaller type house situaled on nicely treed n/2 acre lot, ideal 
starter home for small family. Priced at $14,500. 
Exc lus ive  w i th  our  agency 
Lovely modern split level home, on Queensway in Thornhill. 
Over v/2 acre land all cleared and in lawn and trees. 3 
bedrooms with fireplace and laundry room. Suile in 
basement wilh exlra baflfroom. Largeexisling lsl mortgage 
on property for buyer to assume. Ideal location for furlher 
development. Viewing bY appoinlment only. 
Revenue Homes  
- We have several well buill duplexes bringing in good 
revenue returns fo the owners..Slluatod near schools, 
churches and handy to stores. Select the area and price 
range of your Choice. 
- Consider also our many listings of homes wifh already 
established self-conlained suites er those with excellent 
potential . . . . . . . .  Contacl our Sales Staff today. 
,Lease w i th  opt ion to buy 
Executive type home in prime location available to qualified 
parson,, References requ red a,s this is a superiortype home. 
' Your 'enquiries are invited, • ' ,i :/, / ' :  " ' 
" ; .... i : ] ' ' . ' : i  ; .  '!. ' . 4~IB~L~KF- . I~E  
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After "slaving" over a hot ½ cup chopped nuts ceitrato over ice ~ in a 18-" Chocolate: morsels or raisi 
school desk all day, your 3 tbsp. grated orange rind ounceglsas. Addchll ledgi,gar Bake in 375 deg. Foven10tc 
children eed a quick snack to 1 pkg. (l.cup) semi- * ale and stlr untfl slightly mixed. = /nlnutes.'i " /  ~ i 
' YIELD: 4 dozen cookies: ] 
COSY AND CUTE 
Just  like the big girls is this fashion-wise young miss in her 
midi-length "Leath-R-Plus" coat lined with "Sheep'kin" Sarpa 
lines it throughout and trims hood, cuffs, hem end pocket flaps. 
From Junior Wear Limited of Winnipeg, it's available in four 
colours and sizes 4 to Bx. Retail price is $45. 
Students need good 
nutritious lunches 
tide them over anal supper - -  
unless you serve it at 3:30 in the 
afternoon! 
Active youngsters can 
become absolutely ravenous 
waiting f~ the supper call. One 
of the best between-meal ap- 
petite pleasers is a cold 
beverage and a generous slice 
of Chocolate Orange Bread, 
with orange glaze. It's the 
perfect "homework break" or a 
quick pick.me-up for strenuous 
after school play activities. 
By the way, this orange- 
chocolate cake freezes .very 
well, so make two or three 
loaves at a time and store them 
in the ref~dgerator f whenever 
you hear the plaintive cry: 
"Mcm, what's good to eat?" It's 
great snacktime insurance. 
Cookies do wonders for your 
child's" empty stomach or 
bruised knee (ff taken orally), 
so always keep a plentiful 
supply on hand. Oatmeal 
Cookies have been a special 
favorite for generations. A new 
variation of this traditional 
cookie is to add undiluted 
concentrated frozen orange 
juice to the cookie mixture. As 
an extra touch, transform those 
oatmeal cookies into "happy 
faces" by dabbing on a handful 
of raisins or chocolate morsels 
to make a nose, eyes and mouth. 
It's the type of "kookie cookie" 
that's also great fun at birthday 
parties and Fall picnics. 
M~'e than one mother has 
been tempted to put a lock on 
the cookie jar after Sugar. 
Cookies have been sampled. 
For a taste that's different, try 
blending undiluted frozen 
orange juice concentrate into: 
the cookie hatter. 
Florida dtrus drinks can he 
as much fun as a three-ring 
circus -- especially when 
ey're part of the fixings for a J 
sty Super Orange Soda. Put a 
couple of scoops of vanilla ice I
cream in a tall glass...spoon 
J some undiluted Florida orange juice concentrate over the ice cream .. . .  pour in the 
orange juice until smooth and 
Schooltime is the time for cupcake with his lunch, he'll flip 
reading, writ ing-- and Orange over Orange Raisin Cupcakes. 
Lunchbox Drumsticks! Just substitute orange juice for 
If you want to make sure your milk in the hatter and add 
youngster gets the same orange" rind for an extra 
nutrition at school that he gets measure of flavor. • 
at home, make sure you pack 
along this easy-to-prepare m at A plump, juicy Florida 
treat, orange is a welcome addition to 
' Drumstick chickens is high in any lunch and an excellent 
'b0dy-building protein. And source of vitamin C, the 
citrus, which lends its talents o "sunshine" vitamin. With 
well to fowl, is the prime source "plenty of cold weather ahead, 
of vitamin C, required for our bodies need p lenty  of 
growing and maintaining strong Vitamin C to ward off colds and 
bones and teeth, help fight infection. 
Our recipe is actually an Now there's a new way to 
exciting new version of corn enjoy whole Florida oranges - -  
crisped chicken with a citrus sip them with a "squeaLer!" 
flavor twist. To prepare, all you This is a clever little straw-type 
do is dip the drumsticks in a device that allows you to drink 
mixture, of melted butter and the juice directly from Mother 
undiluted froz~ orange juice Nature's original container. 
concentrate, then rollin another Before you insert the squealer, 
mixture of breadcrumbs, gently roll the orange in your 
orange rind and salt. hands to break dawn the juice 
The night before school, treat cells and make the juice more 
the entire family to the accessible. If you can't find a 
drumsticks served hot. Chill the squealer in a specialty shop or 
extra portions and then put the housewares seetlou of a 
them in junior's lunc~ox for department store--improvise! 
the next day. Served cold, they A children's candy stick -- the 
have del!clously different taste, kindwith a hole in the center- 
- so you don't have to worry will do almost as well 
about him being bored with 
"leftovers". Is there a child anywimre who 
These tartly flavored doesn't like peanut butter 
drumsticks are a "natural" for sandwiches? To bring this old 
children who eat at school fashioned luncheon favorite up 
becatse it's one food they can to date, mix in a dash of un- 
pick up with their hands -- no diluted frozen orange juice 
knives or forks needed. It's concentrate and confectioners' 
truly "finger ,ckin' good". To sugar. Spread the mixture on 
help youngsters clean up after white bread, raisin bread -- 
eating, smart mothers should even an English muffin. 
include one or two packets of 
disposab le  pre-moistened ORANGE BUTTER 
tawelettes. The ' re  pleasantly. FROSTING 
scented and antiseptic, the ideal Cream one-third cup soft 
thing when soap .and water butter or .  mai'garine and 
aren't handy, gradffallybeat in 3 cups sifted 
Orange Lunehbox Drum- confectioners'sugar alternately 
sticks-- the lunchbox treat your with 2 or 3 tablespoons Florida 
youngster is guaranteed not to orange juice. Add I teaspoon 
swap ---except maybe for a pair grated orange rind and beat 
of roller skates! until smooth and of Spreading 
If your y.oungster enjoys a eonsistene3/. 
sweet chocolate YIELD: 1 serving. . i 
morso]s i ORANGE OATME/~L 
I egg COOKIE8 
IV4 CUpS F lor ida 2 CUps sifted all- ORANGE PEANUT BUTTE] 
orange juice SANDWICHES 
2 tbsp. salad oil purpose flour 
Sift flour, sugar, baking 4 tsp. baking powder 1 , tbsp, frozen Florida 
powder, salt and spices into 1 tsp. salt . , • orange juice eoncentra! 
large bowl. Stir in nuts, orange 1 tsp. cinnamon .... thawed, undiluted 
rind and chocolate morsels. I tsp. nutmeg ½ ~p.peanut butter" tione] 
Beat egg in small howl; beat in ½ tsp. allspice 1½ tablespoons confec 
• orange juice and salad oil. Add ¥4 tsp. ground doves sugar 
toflourmixture; mixwell. Turn I CUp shortening breadWhite bread or raisin 
into greased 9 x S x 3 inch loaf 1 cup granulated sugar 
pan. Bake in 300 dog. F oven for 1 cup packed light Blend undiluted orani 
I hour and 15 minutes, until brown sugar blendConcentrateint0in confectimpeanut butte 
cake tester inserted in center 2 eggs Spread on one alice l
comes out clean. Cool. Drizzle 3 tbsp. grated orange rind • 
Orange Glaze over top of loaf. If 3 tbsp. frozen Florida top with second slic 
desired, garnish with Florida • orange juice con- Yield: Approxim~ 
centrate, thawed, spread, enough f( 
orange slices, undiluted ' -with&. 
YIELD: I loaf. • 
Orange Glaze 3 CUps quick oats, BLASTS HUi 
2 cups confectioners' ugar  uncooked . GAZ CITY (I 
Semi-sweet Seventeen Arabs v 
2 tbsp. orange juice chocolate morsels or in the Israeli-occ~ 
Mix confectioners' sugar and raisins Strip Monday wh 
orange juice until smooth and Sift together flour, baking grenade exploded, 
creamy, powder,' salt,' cinnamon, nut- 
SUPER ORANGE meg, allspice and cloves; set 
SODA aside. Cream shortening with 
2 tbsp. Florida orange sugars; beat in eggs, one at a 
juice concentrate, time. Add undffuted orange 
thawed, undiluted concentrate. Blend in dry 
2 scoops vanilla ice ingredients and stir in orange 
rind and oats. Drop level cream 
1 bottle (6 ounces) tablespoons of batter 2 inches 
ginger ale, chilled apart on a greased baking. 
Pour undiluted orange con- sheet. Make -faces with i 
KEEP IT UNDER COVER 
1. In the all-new multi.purpose Canadian-made Steel 
Building manufactured for British Columbia needs. 
2. No other building can compare (Farm, Commercial, 
Industrial) with in in quality and price. It is ideal for all 
types of slorage. 
Support Canadian Industry 
3. BEFORE YOU BUY write orphone today - or you may be 
paying too much! 
4. We Guarantee You 
The Best Dollar Value in Buildings Today. 
blend into creamed mixture.II ..................................................... 
CHOCOLATE II STANDARD STEEL BUILDINGS LTD. 
ORANGE BREAD 
3 CUpS sifted all- 
purpose flour 
1 cup suga.- 
4 tsps. baking powder 
11/~ tsp. salt 
1 tsp, cinnamon 
1 tsp. nutmeg .......... .. .... 
7673 Edmonds, Burnaby 3, B.C. 
Phone 581-0651 
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
....................................... . . . . ,  . . . . . .  
DATE PLANNING TO BUILD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Please provide Factory prices & Full Detai s on ~0ur all new 
S.tandard Steel Buildings. 
1969 Mustang Mack le  95 
3t~.BY,~edEendgi~e~c e Auto ,  P.S. $27 . 0 0  
1969 Montego 
2 dr .  hardtop,  351 V.8 
Auto .Power  Steering 
kow Mi leage  Reduced Price $2396,00 
1968 Ohevrolet Sedan 
V-gFullAutOpri~ePOWer s teer ing .  $1496.00 
1969 Mazda 
1500 Radio, 4.speed 
Reduced Price $1095,00 
• t 
i 
1968 Plymouth 
H. top, 318 V-8 
P.S.  Radio Low Mi leage  $1996.00 
I 1969 Chrysler- i lSN Pontiao 
Sl  Se,oo., t~i~:!i~, : Sedan 383V.8  9 9 5 . 0 0  I o . ,y  
~ ~;:~!~!~ P.B. & r . s .  s11.,oo 
1966 FMoon 1966 Rambler 
"~ '  $695,00 Sedan,  V -6 ,  Auto ,  ' 
6 cy l .  Auto  C lean  , : ,.~,~ 
P.S.  & P .B .  • r '~ L Un i t  
, Used  p lck , . .Up  rSpec ia l , !  . .,i i -I • 
1970 FORB : 
u r~ 9S  ,0  0 $26 3A Ton 360;V .8  4-speed Rear  , , . , ' buh iper  - Ex t ra  Fuel  Tank  Only. 
[ , '  
• fl ''"*":" 
BÙb Parker, Ford Ltd. 
. . . .  Phone 635.280•1,. ~ .. ~,,., 
R I I 
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• . . • . TERRACE HEILALD, TERI~E B.C. 
tor FASTACTION,se th 
TERRACE HERALD 
3212 Kalum Street. 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O. Box 399 
P hone 635-6357 
National Advertising 
Armstrong--Dagg 
Representeflves Ltd. 
~e;~tern Regional Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
"mer of: 
B.C. Dlvislon of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
r, clatlon 
and 
Verified Circulation 
Classified Rates 
.~ cents a word (Minimum 20 
• (:Is) Display classified 51.25 an 
1.  
Subscription Rates 
single copy 15 cents 
|rly in 
trly by mall $10 in Cenada 
$12 outside Canada 
horized as second class mail by 
Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
payment Of postage in cash. 
- Card of Thanks 
ank you citizens Of Terrace and 
se passing through. 
Vhile God held us in His hand on 
edge of a cliff you came to our 
cue, risking your own lives that 
, may live. 
Io words can express our great. 
ness Io all who aided, even in the 
~allest way. This great courage 
d kindness shown towards us 
Iring our stay in Terrace shall 
~ver be forgotten. May God always 
osper you. 
With deepest sincerity 
rs. B. Atlee and mother 
.=w Westminster, B.C. (P-121 
,~'" Music, Art ,  Dancing 
msic Instruction: Enroll now for 
!usic instruction in piano, organ, 
:cordian. Northern Music Rentals, 
;52 Lazelle Ave., 635.3380. (CTF 
Personal  
L O WHOM IT MAY CONCERN ake notice that I, Kenneth Grant Dimes will not be responsible for 
ny debts incurred in my name on or 
fter August 5, 1971., other than 
nose personally incurred by me. 
PT.12} 
CARGO EXCAVATING 
andscaping, bsckfUling~ basement. 
Me lob tee small. Phone 635.2812 
sys or 635.4035 e~enings. (PT.141 
14-  Business Personal  r ,  BER NINA SEWING MACHINES ThompSon Bernlne now 
I located In 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
~est selection, best valuesin town 
from $59.9S up including free 
lessons. " " 
4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
- Phone 635.2.~2 (CTF) 
. PICTURE FRAMES- 
Framing of paintings, . pFctures, 
photos+ certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to'hang. 50 frame styles to 
choose from: 635-2108. (CTF) 
Good news for Terrace and K itimat 
area. St. Michaels famous brand 
name ladles wear, as well as 
childrens and menswear ,  now 
available a9 the Boutique 
• lnternationale, 4616 Grelg Ave., 
Terrace; next door to the Central 
Flower and Gift Shop. St. Michaels 
famous In London and Paris and in 
many centres of the world Im ported 
from Britain to The Boutique 
Internationale exclusively in this 
area.Also coming for the fall season 
beautiful wools and tweeds Imported 
direct from Scotland. Come in and 
see and Compare this value.s fyle and 
quality. 
Boutique Internatlonale, 4616 
Greig Ave., Terrace. • Next door to 
the Central Flowers and Gift Shop. 
(CTF-T) 
APPLIAMCE R EPAIRS 
For service to refr igerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill 'Webb at 635-2108. [CTF) 
For your Radio and T.V. Repairs," 
Phone 635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
(a division of Fred's Refrigeratiorl) 
(CTFI 
M~'ke shopping a "Fun Thing" 
Visit a very interesting and 
:litferent store where you will fin 
OLD FASHIONED PERSONAL 
ATTENTION 
F or expert advice on 
HEALTH FOODS 
• See Howard and Pegeen in 
TH E MAR KET PLACE 
4603 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635.7717 
(CTF) 
"1"8 -, Help Wanted - Male  
TIMEKEEPING-FIRST AID 
INSTRUCTOR 
R EQUIRED FOR 
B.C. VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
sickano tired of being s;Ck,l~.~ r " TERRACE ...... 
? Let Alcoholic Anonymoas~i~ 
• '. ... ........... -. '-.'~"~OI~¢E~.'~qlY~VO~:p~ 
Meetings . . . .  I. employmen! .: -s9U.donts. :.Jn .,~ the, 
meet every Wed., 8 P .M,  I funclamentals Of' T mekeeplng as. 
a l leyGroupeveryThurs . ,9  I re/ate, to Iogging,~ mining, and 
- - constructlon"as well as IndustrlaP 
Family Group every Sat., 9 First Aid to the level of certification. 
Ireakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
dl meetings held in the old Library 
Wilding a9 Kalum and Lekelse Ave. 
Far information write Box $64 
'errata, B.C. or Phone 635.2~30 or 
posterity "enjoy" your 
- Business Personal  
TV AND APPLIANCE R EPAI R 
r reliable service and repair 
)nlact Ron's T.V. and Appliance 
5-3179 anytime. (CTF) 
ALLAN J. McCaLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakelse Ave., 
Phone 635.7282 
Res. 635-2662 
Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
TELEVISION& ELECTRONIC 
SERVICING 
=hone 635.3715 anytime. (CTI~) 
" I 
TO NY'S MOBILE HOME 
SERVICE & REPAIRS 
For Complete Installation & 
ervice 
locking & Hook.up all Ser~icee 
Skirting & Porches & 
Olsnlanteling CTF ) 
Phone 635-7849 Terrace, B.C. 
GENERAL ROOFING 
No lob too big 
No Job too small 
See your roofing specialist ' 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING,CO. LTD. 
General Rootin~ (Bended) 
Phone night o~ day &15.2724 
(CTF) 
QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants. 
should have a working knowledge of 
union agreements, Labour Acts and 
Regulations, payrolls, and payroll 
deductions, as well as be able to 
develop snd maintain warehousing 
and personnel records. ~ust be a 
fully qualified InduslrlalFirst A id  
.attendant with a minimum Of a "B '+ 
certif icate ( "A"  car tiftcafe 
prefe;red) and eligible to complete 
the W.c.a. Industrial First Aid 
Instructors course. 
STATUS: This is a Civil Service 
.position with the Division of 
Technical and Vocational Services, 
Department of Education. 
SALARY: Scale 855 p.er me. to 1030 
per me. with reclassification to scale 
935 per me. and 1125 per me. on 
completion of the In-Service 
Training Programme. 
Commencemant Date Sept. 15, 1971. 
Apply on or before August 20, 1971 
to: 
Principal 
B.C. Vocational School . Terrace 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. (CM-13.3) 
20 . Help Wanted 
. Female  
Experienced Secretary required. 
Apply in own handwriting to 
'Adverliser, Box 687, Terrace 
Hersfd. Terrace, "B.C. (CTF) 
Reliable bab~;sitter I;equired 
occasional evenings. 3 year old boy, 
Phone 635.6777 (P-'12) 
28 - Fu'rni ture for  Sale 
3 Bedroom grouping now available 
fromFred's. Included are 2 piece 
chesterfield, S piece kitchen table 
set, 3 piece'bedroom suite. Priced 
from S497 or complete wlth S600 
value consul color TV from $997. 
Contact Fred's Furniture,,4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C;" Phone 63~;. 
3~30 or Fred's Refrlgerat on Ltd'. 
222 City Center, Kltlmat, B.C. Phone 
TERRACE EXCAVATING'~ [ .632-3632. (CTF)' ' 
Backhoe work by the hour, o~ 
contract. 
Por free estimates call 635.306.* 
|CTF) 
. WATER WELLS  
Call your'locally" owned, .
company - . 
to serve you betm;. : .,: 
,All work., guaranfeed.,~; ,.,,': j 
• Furniture for Sale: Ha~ 
• 4u; "J.V..exc~(k~v~:ondltlon $45' 
wringer washt140~ two end table~ 
$10~each. Phone Ruay at 635.63 , 
days.. (STF) " : . .  
t 32-  Bicyles,  Motorcy le~ New Arrivals. 10 speed bicycles, 27 '+ 
Racer. Regular $109.95 Special 
$79.9S 
Sears Sales 
230 Doble 5t. Phone 635.2414 (P.15) 
For Sale - 1967 Honda 4,$0 $500.'Cell 
at No. S, Timberland Trailer Park. 
(CTF) 
1970 
KAW,ASAKI 
100 cc  Trail Boss 
- Low ml|eagegood rubber 
. Asking $425.00 
63S-3316 after S Please. (P-12) 
• 650 cc Trlumvh'Trophy_ For 5ale 
motorcycle- 1971 PriceS1150. Phone 
635-5376 (CTF) .- 
33 - For  Sale - M isc .  
For 5ale • Precast Sidewalks 
concrete patio blocks, differen 
shapes and colors, quotes on laying 
sidewalks. Phone 635.2603 Uplands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
For Sa lp .  2 duplex.lots 80 x 120 on 
Walsh and Loan. 
skid for house moving (I.~rge) 
'1 Fan and Oilblower 
Phone 635.5969 (P-13) 
4 Meg Rims with wide oval tires for 
' sale. Phone 635-3772 (P.12) 
For Sale - Dog houses, 2' - 3' or 4 f9. 
long or made to order. Phone-635. 
6628 or 635.3867 (PT.18) 
Large Duo.Therm oll heater, 110 gel. 
oil tahk and stand.' Copper and stove 
pipes. What offers; Phone 635.2927 
after S p.m. (P.13) 
Wide Oval Tires . F70:14 Belted 
Fiberg:ass Chev chrome reverse 
wheels, 4 summer tread, 2 winter 
tread studded; Phone 635.6807 (P.13) 
For Sale • Prelinished plywood. 
Ideal for feature walls. Phone 635- 
5798 (P-131 
I [ Ih -" " 
B~( :KHOE FOR HIRE 
• : ;,i,:::: ' : i:i::;: :' :i 
Hour or Conlrac! 
Reasonable 
PHONE 
635-3617 
~fF )  ANYTIME 
34 - FOI" Rent  • Misc .  
For Rent. Indoor storage space for 
motorcycles, campers, skidoos, 
I~Oats;rpickups, etc. Phone 63.~.2603 
(CTF) 
-,37 ,'-" Pets :-.. -: 
• .For Sale. i nine year o d Mere., Can 
be'used for saddle or pack; Phone 
63S.5614 anytime. (P.13) 
Male Apricot toy Poodle for sale. 10 
weeks old • Registered. Phone 635. 
7418 (P-12) .. 
For Sale . Purebred Beagle 
puppies. Phone 635.4288. (P. 
13) 
Have Gold coloured male Collie 
available for breeding purposes. 
Ph(me 635.9973 (STF) 
38 - Wanted . Misc. 
LAND WANTED 
, Sportsman wishesto buy acreage, 
large or small suitable for hunting or 
fishing. No buildings. Please send 
details and legal descriotlon to C. 
Wood, Box 38, Station S, Toronto, 
ant. (C-151 
Wanted. 17" truck tires. Phone 632. 
640"1 Kitimat (C.12) 
Wanted. Girls bicycle, deep freeze, 
automatic washer, continental 
single bed. Must be in 'good 
condition. Phone 635.430S (P-121 
TRADE .. Rock cutting outfit worth 
over $1,000for 1971 Arctic Cat or Ski- 
doe, Jack Adams, R.R. No. 1, 
Smithers, B..C. Phone 847.3108 (C- 
121 
Wanted to buy ,good used furniture 
Contacl Freds Furniture 635.3630. 
(CTF) 
WANTEDi Good.transporlation 
economy type autorn_oblle. 52 ~o 62 
years, oreterred. Pnone• 635.7041 
after S:30 p.m. (SI~F) 
39 - Boats & Engines 
For Sale JI5 ft. FIbreglass boat with 
75 H.P. Chrysler motor and trsller. 
Water skis and accessories included. 
,Phone 63.5.3353 after 6 P.m. (P.131 
For Sale: River boat.~ 20 ft. long. 
Also trailer. Phone 635.6429. (P.191 
I=or Salei~14 ft. Alumlnium boat. 
Brand new~ Asking $350 Phone 63,$- 
2321. (STF). . • .~ 
Older style converted troller now a 
roomy 38ft, family crulf, er. Reedy fo 
g(). Includes marine radio, 6 man 
dinghy, etc,, $4,700 Phone 632.7614 
KItlmat.: (P:131 
41 - Mach inery  for  Sale  
The tellowing vehicles are offered 
for sale by sealed fender on sn "As Is 
Where Is Basis" 
1 only 1965 Volkswagen Sedan~lo. 92 
1 only 1964 International Pickup No. 
214 
I only l~5'lnternatl0nal Pickup Me. 
217 
I Only 1965 GMC Pickup No. 246 
1 Only 1965 GMC Pickup No. 247 
1 •Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 249 
! Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 251 
1 Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 253 
1 Only 1966 GMC PIckuplNo. 254 
I Only 1964 International,Pickup 4 x 
4 No. 273 . . . . .  
I Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 283 
I Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 286 
I Only 1964 International 1Ton Van 
No. 304 
These units may now be viewed 
[n the TwJnl'iver Timber Llmlted 
office area. 
A company representative will be 
on hand on Sat. Aug. 21 between the 
hours of 9 a.m. and 11 a.m: 
All tenders to be sent to the 
Attention of A.T. Bishop, Regional 
Controller, Twlnr lver  Timber 
Limited, Box 1000, Terrace, B•C. 
Acceptance of tenders wlll close at 
12 noon August 27, 1971 
All sales will be cash and .Senders 
ere subject to 5 percent B.C. Tax. 
Twtnriver RImber Ltd. (C-14.31 
Heel boom loader, Lorraine MC-4, c. 
w Kamloops heel and 36" Esco 
grapple. AlSo 90' boom and jib, 
diesel top: gas Under dragline 
sheave, tongs, and spares• Sell or 
trade for real estate, mobile home, 
etc.'lo value of $7500. At Chilcotin 
Industries, Williams Lake, B.C. (C- 
131 
67 Kenworth'slngle axle tractor 
59 Mack Tractor 
66 Mack Dump 
65 Kenworth Tractor 
Phone 635-5398 (C-12.3) 
43-  Rooms for Rent 
For Rent . Furnished room for 
working gentleman with cooking 
facilities. 5035 McDeek Ave. Phone 
635-5957 (P-12) 
For Rent. basement room, located 
.on the bench, kitchen facilities and 
shower. Phone 635.5580 (P-12) 
Room for rent for young man. 
Cooking facilities, bathroom and 
private entrance. 2704 Sparks 
South or phone 635.5327 (P-12) 
Hillside Lodge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping units, 
centrally located, full furnished. 
Reasonable rates by week or month• 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 635.6611 
(CTF) ~., ..,~: . . . .  ~i...'.;.~ 
*..~ KALUM GARDENS:;/ ,q.-: 
3 bedroom de luxe  apar tments"  
designed for family living.. 
Carpeting, carport and full 
basement. 
For appointment o view Phone 
635:7320 (CTF) 
THORNHILL MOTEL 
& COF.FEE SHOF 
Housekeeping Units 
Propane bottle flllln0 ~ 
Pacific 66 Gas ahd Oil 
"Highways 16 East (¢TF 
REDUCED RATES i 
! 
Monthly • weekly I 
One and two bedroom suitesl 
Phone 635.5405 I 
.CTF i 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE. 
Comfortable rooms In quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phone 635.2171. (CTF) 
FLYNN APTS, 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apls. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 CTF) 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
1,2, & 3 bedroom deluxe suites Scott 
Ave. Terrace. Swimming pool for 
tenants. 'Phone 635.5224. (CTF) 
44 - Room & Board 
Room and board for one working 
man. Phone 625-2321 (CTF) 
Room and board available Close to 
town. Phone 635.6456 (P.12) 
Room,end board for gentleman in 
town. Phone 635.S572 (P.12) 
Room and Board available. Phone 
&15.S429 (P-12) 
4'7 - Homed for Rent 
For, Rent - 3 bedroom row houses 
with basement. Refrigerators end 
stoves;',some with washers ancl 
dryers. Electric heat. Close to 
downtown and schools, Playground 
for children. References required. 
APPLY Mrs. Rebe Phillips, 
Cedergrove Gardens, 4529 Straume, 
S, te. 125 :phone 635-3i88 (CTF) 
FOl'rRellt'"~:'~:3 bedroom house , full 
basement. 'Immediate occupapc~. 
Phone 635.6937 (C-14.3) 
For Rent. Large 2 bedroom house 
'aval able 5ept 1, 1971. Phone 635. 
5634 (P.13) 
For,Sale ". lS' Glassper Boat, $0 J - For Rent • Cablh for rent • 3707 
• P. Evinrude, engine: and J Kalum (P.1S) 
Are  You paying ~ too much for ~h Boat 5hop(C.12.3)tllt traile~;. Enquire . . . .  Co- l furniture?: It so t ry  our furniture r "°reline J :~ew ~neE~:~tS 
3, ' bedrEom~' ;2-storey, town 
hb'u'ee apts. Full-basenient, carport, renting plan. We rent complete 
: househ01d~fur01J'ure' : nclud ng TV c~rpeting,avallabld JU!y 1st, Kolum 
,w i th  opti0n't0 buy. FredS Furniture " Gerdena+ Phone 635;5088,' (CTF,) 
,44MLakelse Ave;- 635:3630, (CTF) 41 . 'Ma  or Sale . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " - " -  ' ........ -- . . . .  F0rnlr, hed. Cabins wo'eEiy and 
"One 24 ++ G.E.'Electrlc range, ver~, , " " ::. " "  ; . . . .  monlh y rates. Cedars Motel, Pho; e 
good condition... Contact W. C j 1 NEW AND USED' " ~. " ~!S-2258, (CTF-3) : " '? 
, E~g|ish~: 4904 Graham ' Phone' 635. ' ' " 
"$505' (P~13)~/~,,.~  . . . .  1 'TREE FARMER SKIDDERS ' 
,~ ";'~' "v. . . . . . . . . .  , ..... VOLVO FRONT END LOADERS 48 ~ " ' : ' ; ' - :  '=:- -: ~uITeS'!':t'or Rent ~ %'¢ 
~..,,-  . , . . , - - ,=tru,,e, ,t=.,  Full range Of new ond :used Tree U~l~e:2:bedred'~;nsulte,6mlles.from 
• 'Farmlir Skldders, ALl.; SIZES::,' . 'tOWn ;~New. Rbmo :'~. . . . .  ~ ". ~, 
New and used Volvo Front," End " Phon'e 635.3864 (P.14) : ~! 
.y I,. Eloctr ¢ VOX ~ Bast :gu tar,: t -  : Loadera • ALL',SlZES ,. :., ~ , ~'F "" ' : '  
":sP " ~Ret~er~ & ~Ti;e'me[d~ Ph'on@ ~ .~,~['L"PR CED;,TO ~ELId,;~:~,?;~;, i'~, _ . uhllrrflahed;':"~':~. :ASK'. ~r.,  
,421:~111 
~ell:it0 V 
': ,: M . 
"NO; I~ 
48"-Suites for Rent  
For Rent • 4 bedroom basement 
suite, wall to weJl carpeting, frldge 
end stove. Electric heat. Phone 635. 
3379 (P-16) 
Basement sVite for: rent odd 
furnilure, wall to wall carpeting, 1 
• bedroom. PhOne 635.4357. (P.12) 
49 - Homes for  Sale 
3 bedroom house, 1,000 sq. ft. Off 
IHighway 16E. 2 :mi les  f rom,  
ISkenna Bridge, Phone 635.2603 
- (CTF) . -. _. 
For Sale. Private. 3 bedroom house 
in Terrace on quiet street near 
schools. 3 minutes from downtown. 
Terms can be arranged. Phone 635. 
7337 (CTF) . 
For Sale: Unfinished 2 bdrm, house 
on a 70' x 200" lot at Lakelse Lk. turn 
soulh at Oil's Place, First Ave. 
No.18. Creek running through and a 
cabin in back. Owner leaving town. 
Phone 635-7352. (PT-14) 
For Sale: 2 .bedroom- house, full 
basement divided to two rooms. 
$18,000.00 with $6,000 down. 
Immediale occupancy. Phone 5~ 
6837. (C-14-3) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house electric 
heat, fireplace, requires some 
finishing. Will sell for low down 
payment and monthly Payments of 
approximately $250.@0 For 
appointment and information phone 
Klnmat 632.7481. (P-13) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house, built 
exceptionally strong, full finished 
basement with enclosed garage. 
Almost new. Situated in a' quiet 
local on. Phone 5.5147 after 6 pm. 
(P.lS) 
For Sale, 3 bedroom house for quick 
sale has wall to Wall in living I'oom; 
utility room, washer & dryer hook. 
up, etc. Auto. oil furance. Must be 
sold immedietely. For more 
information phone days ~35.S~41 
Evenings 635.3271 (P.14) 
For Sale by owner - 5 bedroom hom~ 
. 2 in basement, 1200 sq. ft., 1 year 
old, w.w in living room, dining room, 
hall and cathedral entrance. Alcan 
siding~ elec. heat• Owner 
transferred; Mus~' sell. $23,500 : 
6,500 cash to mortgage. 4521 
Graham Ave. Phone 635.$953 (P. 
12 ) 
For Sale - 4 bedroom house with full 
basement, 2 bedrooms located In 
basement with bathroom facilities. 
Situated on V=.acre lot, serviced with 
town water and sewer. Includes red 
brick fireplace and electric heat. 
saperale I car gsrage./Full price. 
$34,OOp~ phone 6,!5.6801 (CTF ] 
For SOI~(! Fd0~'Uedroom'home"on: 
large view lot; Iocatad on Cedar 
Crescent, 2600 square feet on two 
floors, wal l  to Wall carpet Two 
fireplaces, gas heat. For'sale b,y 
owner. Phone ~35.5205 (P-12) 
51 - •Business Locations 
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heat. Large North 
windows. Approx. 900 square feel. on 
Lakel~e Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercanltle Phone 635.2552. (CTF-3.) 
52-  Wanted to Rent 
For rent. 1 2 business spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq. ft. Phone 
&15-7985 (CTF) 
Wanted: Young reliable couple 
needs small house within •walking 
distance of town. Please call 
between 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 635.7717 
(STF) 
Wanted to Rent - Couple wants~ 
Sept. 1st. one or two bedroon 1
furnished home, apt. or mobil~ 
home. CaliFr.iday !o Monda.y'635: 
7945 (P-I2) 
55 - Property  for  Sale 
" FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Lot in ThornhilL Has septic tank 
anti field bn public wafer supply. 
Has existing concrete foundation• 
Can arrange 100 perceht financing 
for approved party. Phone 635-7337 
(CTF) 
For Sale: Very good size building lot 
in R2. Water and sewer. •Close to 
shopping, school, and pavement. 
Must sell immediately. Phone 5-5841 
days 5.3271 evenings. (PT-17). 
, For Saleln Thornhill. Cleared ot 75 
x 200 fL on water. Reasonably 
paced Phone 635.2772. altarS p.m. 
(P.14) ~ " 
Acreages for sale • 4,& $ ac~'e 
parcels lust nerlh of Terrace city 
limits. : ..Water available,: terms. 
Phon6 635.5900 (CTF) - • 
For Sale; Property In the Nass; 
Conmcl SI or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Naas Camp, Terrace,.B,C. (C.TF) 
FOr Sale:'One7$ x 100 ft{Iot and 12 x 
54 ft. General Treller.,fenced and 
landscaped.,Asklng $14000,00. Phone 
5.6726. (CTF) " " 
Downtown commercial property. 
: C "lslng two shops totalling .],800'. 
S r, enfal unit.and parking 
s SubMantlar : mortgage• 
available at 7 percent. Coptact Mr. 
Moore,'4616 Grelg Ave. (CTF T) 
' 1  • ' rh0rnhlll.2V= acres of land;0n 
! nway 16, Phone 655-5233 (STF) 
,~ . , . . 
56 -~:Business Opp~trtonify 
56 .  Business Oppor tun i ty  
I I '1  I I I II 
I For' 5ale - Well established retai l [  
business; Genuine reason fo r~f  i 
other business interesl~.,, ¢o~t=ct l 
Mr. Moore, 4616 Grelg Ave., I  
(CT .T.3) , . _  : j  
$7': Automobi les  
SALVAGE 
.67 International VF220 Tandum 
Dump 
67 TOyota 
69 GMC HandI.Bus 
70 Chev Camper; 
Enquire Skeena Adjusters Ltd•, 4742 
Lakelse Ave. 635-2Z$5. (CTF) 
For Sale: One 1970 Kenworth Model 
W.923 CNC excellent conditiOn. All 
inquiries should be directed to 635. 
3113. (¢TF)  
For Sale. new deluxe camper and 
new .Ford pickup for sale. Sleeps 6. 
Phone 63S-5900 (CTF) 
1963 Mercury Monterey hardtop. 
Automatic transmission, power 
brakes and steering. Good motor 
"$500 Cash. Phone 635.7590 (P-12) 
For Sale • 1966 Pontiac four door 
sedan, red in color, up for bids. 
Phone 635.6387 between 9 a.m. and S 
p.m. weekdays. (C.12-3). 
1968 Plymouth .Sports Fury, 3111 cu. 
[n. ,A.T.P.B.P.S. ,  cassette tape 
deck.• Buckets. Low mlloege, 
Immaculate throughout. Best offer. 
Phone 63S.5872 (CTF) 
1970 IHC ~/~ ton P.U.V-0, P.B., P.S. 
deluxe cab with buckets. Will except 
older car or P.U. as. trade. 
Financing can  be arranged. Phme 
• 635.7493. evenings. (P-14) 
For Sale: Aluminum Gem top for 
step side pickup, Phone 635.6807. (P. 
131 
69 Chrysler. 2.dr. hard top, vinyl 
roof, power equipped, S249S.00. 
Phone $-4009. (P.14) 
For Sale: 1969 Dodge pickup % ton, 
V-8, automatic, 11,500 miles, with 
electric winch, $24000 without winch 
$2000. Can be seen at 4619 Hillcrest 
or phone $.5757. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1970 650 BSA Flrebird. 
Scrambler twin carbr. Best • Offer. 
Phone ~15-S~1 after 6 p.m. (P-131 
For Sale ": 1968 Chevella 2 dr• 
hardtop. Phone 635.2716 or 635-5688 
(P-12) 
For Sale • 1958 Mercury 1ton: Duals, 
Flat deckwith hoist and stock racks. 
Very nice condition. $1250 Phone 
635.3769-early mornings or late n 
~9tnlngb.i,(l~M;131 .-~, I ~:.! ~r, , ".~: .. 
For. Sale....69 Swinger 340 4 speed. 
Charger red, black int. good fires, 
posltracflon, 30,000 miles good 
condlnon, $2200 Phone 63S.$147 after 
6 p,m• (P-12) 
58 - Tra i le rs  
FOR SALE 
1970 . 13' Boler Travel Trailer; 
Propane stove and furnace• Ice box. 
Sleeps four. Weighs only 850 Ibs. 
Idea l  for small car, mirrors 
included. 635.9973. (STF) " 
Empress Motor Homes 
Come In and see Our new 1971- Motor 
Homes. 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone 635.3078 after S or 
Saturdays. (CTF) 
For Sale: 16' Travel trailer, For 
infornnation phone 5-4305. (P.13) (P- 
13) 
F0r Sale: 1969 12 x 56 ft. furnished 
Parkwood trailer, fully carpeted, 
ioey sl~ack included. View at NO.3~ 
Timberland Trailer Court. Phone 
635-373S. (P-13.) 
For Sale: 12 x $2 Glendale trailer. 2 
hr. with centre kitchen. Large 
finished joey shack and porch. 
Phone 635.7493 or 635.6368. (P-14) 
For Rent • 10 x .38 hNo'bedroom 
trailer, fully furnished. Write 
Advertiser. Box 690,. Terrace 
Herald. (CTF) 
1969 12 x 50 Mobile Home, Excellent 
condition, full skirted with S x 8 jeey 
shock, set up in trailer perk. $4500 
unfurnished. $3200 furnished with 
washer and dryer. Fhone 635.7920 
(P.13) 
'For "Sale- ~tanguard 10 ft. Camp~ 
like new.... Phone 635.2903. Price 
SSS00" :(P:t2): -".',..'. : .... "-' : 
For sale .-1967 19:ft, Hol day fraveJ ' 
traller,.well.'e¢lOlppe~, Ikenew Can" 
be vlewedat4030Olsenr.St. : Fuil 
price $2500 .Phone 635.5'958 (P;12) 
For sale...8 fi, Asironeut.Camper 
Sleeps~ four. J=or further itlformat on 
Phone635-7610 (P.12)" . ~ . . 
I " " ' ' '  
SOUTH PARK HOLI DAY " 
TRAILERS& CAMPERs 
. ::', (..ches: mlr;:~rs etc; 
,BE'. , , .~  |OBILE HOME 
• ,:'•':: SALES ' : : •:: 
:!"06 H*~. 16 wes't :.:.'?': 
Terrace, B.C. .* ,~ ,. :.. 
. . ,X. XXxxx..  
  e:Briii 'h i Bus, N,=ss FOR SA E -  iz i i,y-i ! 
Car rental Agency available W lb, ~venue.: i"gfftc~r~:r, :  
0 ',WlthbtJt'cal's'. ,Prlce:negotleb e'- 
I~ leal business epp0rhmltyfor young' ~'verninent redi.n~l.!:~ 
a ~lFeSilVe ii~ working, ,,:,: couple ': leBple.i~]'he drug~de 
;~ ~reup0il tllb Wife could handle the: ~ ',(~.,~-13Ut ! on ly  Whel l  I~ii~ 
r, ervatl0nsandrmtais;,Pasttredd.; e~ F~ddXor iis,lmpo 
:'h soryice ¢re~te~ . . . . . . .  
m :l~eeSe 'ib~Sl~'SS'.'i 'afi~" '~':".'~' ";::~ :'X X -X  X XX,:,.~:: 
/P *~b~ ~.~]~a* ~t,~d~' "~*: ~ ,::'::";:~i;.~..~:.:~ ' :,': 
.8~ I:fi~m car;'Rental*~: 
q a~Y~ -APPLY =,~OfV~ndouVen.:islaild ~ ! 
~oA Hei'llt i 'rac#ac [C, ~;:-~. 698,: :?'"..~-::''~"'' ~': 
, .  . . . . . . . .  , .  ' 
SYLVIA'S 
$-crap Corner 
(If You Don't,Like It, Scrap it.) 
BY S. JOHNSON 
I can't think of anything 
worse than writing a first 
column on. dope, especially 
when the subject is as frapped 
out as  a pair of children's 
runners in the fall. As one 
teenager so aptly expressed it, 
"Within ten years dope will he 
OUT and something else will be 
IN!" (That'thought, at least, 
cal ls for some stretch of 
imagination. ) 
All kidding aside, I do think 
that the pros and cons of a Crisis 
Centre in Terrace is relevant to 
what ~s happening right now; 
and that we should prod a few 
heads that are comfortably, 
buried in the sand.- so I decided 
to do some anonymous (that 
means: Nares lay off!) 
interviews with people at 
various age levels to see what 
ideas they might have to 
contribute. 
I.terview I. (Fenmle. age 14 to 
16) 
Quest: Baveyou everdone pot? 
Ans: '!No, never, I never touch 
the stuff!" (giggles) 
Ques: Are you for or against a 
Crisis Centre in Terrace? 
Ans: "Half and half. I'm 
against it because the teenagers 
are going to use it as an excuse 
to do heavier drugs. They'll say 
to themselves: 'I can drop as. 
much as I want because there's 
a Crisis Centre." I'm for it 
because when they do freak. 
they do need help." 
Interview 2. (Logger -age 50 or 
thereabouts) 
Ans: "What's potgot that booze 
hasn't?" 
No questions. . 
intervieW 3. (Mother" age 30 - 
?) 
Ques: Are you in favour of a 
Crisis Centre for Terrace7 
Arts: .Yes." 
Ques: Would you explain why? 
An,s: ~he~ main~,reason'.:there: 
Shonld ~o~ei~4ha t~many k'ids. 
die each yefii' due to _an 
overdose of drugs, and are 
possibly afraid to go to a 
hospital "' for fear of 
incrimination. Even adultsto 
/ , 
some extent are afraid of 
incrimination. A Crisis Centre 
would provide a link between 
the  'medical world and young 
people, whonesd help without 
that added fear, providing the 
Crisis Centre Operated on the 
basis of anonymity." 
Ques: Do you think Marijuana 
will be legalized in future? 
Ans: "Yes, Marijuana will 
likely,,be legalized within two 
::;,ears. 
Ques: What would youdo if 
you knew your son or daughter 
was experimenting with dru~s~ 
• ~ , o • 
,,~us: " I  would talk it over with 
them, rather than haul them to 
the pob::e~ station." 
Lega I .  
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estates of the following 
deceased: Sidney HARR S+ 
late of 3699 Osier St., 
Vancouver, Nikolal SAWIUK, 
late of 951 Boundary Rd., 
Vancouver ,  Edward  
STAMNES, late of 610 
Alexander St,, Vancouver, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said estate 
are hereby required to send 
them duly verified, to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
o:B;C;, before the. 24th day: of 
s@Ptembe/.i-. 19;~1, :. after ~ wh'ich 
date., the. assets ~of :.the said 
E'state: will ' be.. 'distrlhOted; 
haVlng.-'regard "o~l~,:.to :claims p 
that have been received. ::,~i;, 
CLINTONW. FOOTE, a 
PUBLIC'I~RUSTEE tl 
(C - i3 -3 )  ..,., . : - " O 
• 
" ROYAE CANADIAN 
" MOUNTED POLICE'' '1 
• : ' TENDERS ~ 
Sealed tenders c early mark~=~i ' ] Cl°i 
'Tender ~ f '0 r  i"/:. ~'; Leased J 
:Ac(~0mm0dation'' sh~all:~!be , ~ 
received, by. the undersigned " S] 
Ques:" What do you think would 
be your best approach in 
discussing the issue with. them?: 
Ans: "Let your children know 
that you know what.they are 
doing. Discuss the .pros and  
cons of the problem in a rational 
way.: Too many, ybung people 
fee l  that :ff you re older you 
belong to the Establishment. 
Try to make them see your way 
of looking at it. The answer i s  
trying to bridge the generation 
gap through communication. 
.Many teenagers think you're 
from another planet" if you're 
• over twenty-one.". 
Interview 4. (Female- age 16) 
Ques: Are you in favour of a 
Crisis Centre in Terrace? 
Ans: "Yes" 
ques: Why? . 
Ans: "Lots of kids do dope and 
lots of kids need help." 
Ques: What percentage of 
teenagers would you say are 
trying pot, etc. in Terrace?.. 
AUS: "Nearly fifty percent." 
Ques: What line of talk would 
help coming from a Crisis 
Centre? 
Arts: "To have someone say 
J 
J 
something like, 'Oh, it's you .~ 
again,' a humourous, warm 4 
approach that tells you someone. 
cares . "  < - "  e 
Interview 5 (Male "llead" - 18- ~, 
20 ) 7 
Off the cuff: "One statement I 
want to make right now." - it is ; J 
not the narcotic a person takes :~ 
that kills them: it's the narrow- 
minded .idiots such as parents 
and the general public as. a ~, 
whole. There's a reason for it. ;: 
The reason is due to the fact :: 
that it isn't something you can : 
u'nderstand "by reading.and. :: 
trying to.study, The only way ' :: 
you can answer your own 
questions is through self-trial. 
There are a lot of people that 
will take this statement as being 
. ign~orant',~but4here is an age-old 
the history of m~;n'~::~",Dont 
knock it till you've tried it.'" 
ques :  Are you in favou'r of 
Crisis Centre.idea? 
Arts:  "No"  
ques: Why? 
Ans: "The reason lsay no a~d - 
will always say. no, is because a 
person who has had an overdose 
of narcotics cannot be helped, in 
any way by .someone who is - 
lackinga medical certificate, A 
true overdose is something.that " 
will affect the mind so 
" l complete y, that they will not 
understand or be understood by 
anyone. In other words, if. you • 
don't understand yourself;' you 
should never do dope." . 
Ques: Whatdo you-think •would 
help? 
Ans: "A statement sign~! by i 
the chiefs of police, th(~ top 
narcotic officers" of any . 
distr icts, as well as the 
administrators of hospitals., -: 
Quns: What type of statement? i 
-Ans: "Stating, 'any personi0r , 
persons Will be obliged to give " 
the name, age and any bther 
particulars, to the hosp i ta l ,  i 
staffs - of the problem person .- , 
without being incriminated by  
' having to answer any' questidn~ ' 
about himself.' . . . .  
(Rest of this interview deleted . 
out of protective consideration)... " 
• IO ) 
ques: ,Are you in favor/etc.?. ' 
Arts: Let's be praeticali~ we' J 
need one or wedon't :  'Pb:'l~ 
pract ical  :we' "need lone!:.:( " 
Hospitals ]nst do ln0t,,~have 
enough :staff ~ to:: handle~::.thiS ~ 
problem appropriately./~:,i:.::( . !  ": i 
• , t  . . . .  ' ,U  " : '  =' : ' : ' , , ' *  ' ,  *, For examp!e:~.thre~ p ople . , '  
,are. I critjcali~ :injdred "in/i .ear". ' :  
you. go ~lnd~:set 'anblfier:'~U 
and deetor' ,  but'unfo~tunat 
they:re. ,taken~ .up. with ~ i
l ivery of a.child. Anone. ~ 
• ":!,:' : Smlthers, ~ B.C; :,, ?L.~?/. 
k 
11 / 
J 
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NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
TERRACE COOP 
Sport Shirts 
Mens Never Press Long Sleeve 
Three button cuff, long point collar. 
Colours and patterns. Sizes...S.M.L.XL. 
Casual Slacks 
, .=  4 77 
Low Price 
Young Mens Super 
50 per cent Fortrel and 50 per cent cotton. Flare ~ A 
leg. style with two-front scoop pockets, nylon zip i El El and belt loops. Asstd Check and stripe designs. Low Price Pr. 
Dress Socks 
100 per cent textured nylon with lycra D ISaRm 
leg support. Machine washable . dryable. ~O Asstd. Colours. Size 10-13 Low Price ................. I 
Casual Slacks =s 
Plus one-inch flare leg, with two-front scoop - -  444 
pockets and wide belt loops. Asstd. plains and 
stripes machine washable. Size 8-18. Low Price ............ 
Sport Shirts Boys PermaPress 
Long Sleeved. Two-button cuff. Long point 
collar. Asstd. plains and printed Sizes 8-18. 
Your Choice 
Panti-Hose Ladies 
100 per cent stretch nylon. Elasticized I~  
waistband. One-size and queen-size beighe and ~J  
spice .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................. 
! 89 
Pr. °pa66rC 
e>L4 O 10 I EAS£ YOU  BOI F.Tt 
Pant Toppers Ladies 
=~, ~e = o,o o=e o,e, Wr.= ree.  7 9 9  
Machine.washable little or no ironing needed. 
Asstd. multicolour prints. Misses sizes 8.20 ... . . . .  ...... 
Fortrel Slacks 
LadiesPuli-On 
Flare Leg. Perma-Prest-Rib-Knit Design. 
Elastic waist band. Machine washed - and- dried. 
New Fall shades. Sizes 10-20. .. • . .......... 7"  
Briefs Sr Girls. 
Tailored in 100 per cent nylon tricot. E 
Elastic at waist and leg openings. M Asstd. Colors. in Sizes 8- 14. .......... FOR 
Jumper and Sweater .Set 
SBr°nlillSa Cr~ ~;~iunma ~edrs in tl~ree asstd" styles" -799 
Pullovers are 100 per cent acrylic knit styled in 
long sleeve and turtle neck. Ch'oose from 
Assorted colours'in Canada standard sizing. (CSS) 7-14. 
¢rax Eggs . . . . . .  ...................................................... 2° 0° ,85  Blouses ' Jr. Girls. Better Quality i d~ li~ 
Choose from Three different styles, all are mJ  E l  E l  
permantly pressed. Machine wash-dry. Asstd. ~ '  
Betty Crocker  Tea Bags ~=.. Pr io r  Park  IOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .73 :o,o,s. sizes 4-6x Low Price ... ....................... '....... ; ..... l 
Cake Mix r~r~ Evaporated Milk,,,,.,,oz. S~o,,S5 Pullover T-Shirts 
i!;ien Jr. Boys ~ .= .  
W!ic!!!!!ir ~:oo~ 16 Oz. I V V Cerea l  Posl Honey Comb 90z , ,49 ordry'Permamach.neck,N° iron.PreStchooSebothP°lyester'c°tt°n'infrOmlong sleeves.th  fancyMachine'wash'Asstd.turtlebrightneck , Jil l VEJ~V 
Brownie M,x . :  =oz ,47 J a m  Harmonie Apple& Rasp. 48 Oz . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . : . i  . . . . . . .  1195 bold co lours .  Sizes 4-6x Low Pr i ce .  . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . .  ; -v ; , . ;  ' i~ . . l l  
..................... ~ook in~ OJ |Cr i .o IO .  o,,,a,e,=OOz ........ $1.09 Dress Socks ~ .... 
Assorted Creams i Lb. 
Home Assorted I Lb. 5 3 
Banana Split is Oz. 
ii::iiiii ocolate Chip lSOz. 1 
:':':;~.:.:..;,:,:.:.:,:,:.:.:., ,,,.. ,, . ., ..,..,.,, .. ....;.;.:.;.................... ; ........................ . . . . . . . . .  
B.C. Confelli Angel Food 
B.C. Raspberry Angel Food 
i~IIII!II ilIIIIIIilIIIiilIIiI~IIIIIiIIIIIIi I 
! Peek Frean ! <. . : .  
~.:<° 
Digestive Biscuits 1 Lb. Fruit Creams is Oz. !ii~! 
!]iii; 
Peanut Butter is Oz. Shortcake 1 Lb. ' -  
Pears ~oo, Fcy. BarLlett 14 Oz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 ~o~.89  
Orange Juice Co-opSwee,.4eOz. 2For,8§ 
Prunes ~oo, Or,,d Med. 2Lb.. ................... " ,66  
Cheese Slices :o.oo == ,,oz. ......... .79 
Wieners & Beans .u=~ ,oz 2~o,,75 
Spaghetti & Meat Balls ,%n~ 2 ~o~.76 
Beef Stew Burns 15 Oz.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 ~o~.76 
Mashed Potatoes ~.n.,,oo ,,Oz ........... .43 
Pak Bars Rown,'rees Assorted Family 10c ......... . . . ' 09  
Ketchup Heinz 25 oz .................................. .59 
Orange Orystals Tang 2.7 OZ.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,79 
Ca lifornia Snoboy 
Seedless Grapes .................. ,~ ,39 
Juicy Red 
Watermelon ,~ ,12  
I r 
Pickles :o.o,,o,~= o,,o~=.=oz. .55 Garrote =~. c°,,o ...................... ,  ,39 
Vinegar co. White Oz, .189 B.C. Grown 
'" ........ * ........ Caulif lower * ........... ~ '  ,39  
Chuck Steak ..... ,b, 
Jr. Boys 
Stretch nylon and soft cotton. Chushion sole. 
Machine.wash-dry. Asstd. Colours. Size 6-81/2 
Low Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . ,  . . . .  . . . . . , .  . . . .  
St i l l  = .., , n: :  SI!  .E 
Tex-Made 1st quality Tru Press printed sheets. Perma-Pressed for 
machine.wash.dry, no Iron care. Choose from the "Habitat" or 
"Terrace" Print Asstd Pastel Background. 
Flat Fitted 
54" x 75" 81" x 100" 
72"x 100" 
42" Pillow Slips 
39" x 75" 
Filler Sheets 
Low Price 
i 
$~ ,99 
Ea. 
$~ ,66 
Pr. 
,44 
"250" Super Pack Narrow Ruled with Margin, • 
Reg. price $1.55 pkg. 
Low Price Package .................. :; .... : ......... • .......... 
3-Ring Binder .. 
.go, 3 891 Rib Roasts ..... ,b.'65 '". . . . . . . . .  .... ....... ..... : ,o , , .  Ba l l  Po . i .n . i   Pens 
I "Ever-Flex" Constructed of strong no.tear polyali0mer. 
I Features a 2 year guarantee Assfd. Colours~ 
.99 (looked Meats 1'/2" 1 - S" 2"  
j - RETRAcTABLEI ~ ' Ground Beef .... Pork Hooks. . . . . . .  .= ,  26 ,, 
. . . . . .  [ ]  ASSTD. COLORS ~. . .  i.. ..................... 
